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APPLICATION
These guide apply to the entry and presence of dangerous cargoes in port areas both on ship
and on shore. It is intended that they should be made applicable to any ship visiting a port
irrespective of its flag. They shouldn’t apply to ships’ stores, equipment, troop and warships.
DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of these Guide, the following definitions apply:
Berth means any dock, pier, jetty, quay, wharf, marine terminal or similar structure
(whether floating or not) at which a ship may tie up. It includes any plant or premises, other than
a ship, used for purposes ancillary or incidental to the loading or unloading of dangerous cargoes.
Berth operator means any person or body of persons who has for the time being the dayto-day control of the operation of a berth.
Bulk means cargoes which are intended to be carried without any intermediate form of
containment in a cargo space which is a structural part of a ship or in a tank permanently fixed
in or on a ship.
Cargo interests means a consignor (shipper), carrier, forwarder, consolidator, packing center or
any person, company or institution involved in any of the following activities: identification,
containment, packaging, packing, securing, marking, labeling, placarding or documentation,
as appropriate, of dangerous cargoes for receipt by a port and transport by sea and having control
over the cargo at any time.
Certificate of Fitness means a certificate issued by or on behalf of an Administration in
accordance with the relevant codes for the construction and equipment of a type of ship certifying
that the construction and equipment of the ship are such that certain specified dangerous cargoes
may be carried in that ship.
Dangerous cargoes means any of the following cargoes, whether packaged, carried in bulk
packaging’s or in bulk properties that alone or following contact with other substances,
including air or water, can cause harm to humans, animals, property or the environment
within the scope of the following instruments:
– oils covered by Annex I of MARPOL 73/78;
– gases covered by the Codes for the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying
Liquefied Gases in Bulk;
– noxious liquid substances/chemicals, including wastes, covered by the Codes for the
Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk and Annex II of
MARPOL 73/78;
– solid bulk materials possessing chemical hazards and solid bulk materials hazardous only in
bulk (MHBs), including wastes, covered by group B schedules in the Code of Safe Practice for
Solid Bulk Cargoes (BC Code);
– harmful substances in packaged form (covered by MARPOL A.III); dangerous goods,
whether substances, materials or articles (covered by the IMDG Code).
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Empty contaminated packaging Empty packaging that has not been cleaned out is still
classified as dangerous goods and must be treated the same way as filled containers with
hazardous materials.
The IMDG Code is the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code, issued by
UN’s international maritime safety division, the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
Class means the classification (division into groups) assigned to the dangerous goods when
categorizing/distinguishing between different types of hazardous goods.
UN number means the number the respective dangerous goods products have been assigned.
A list of UN numbers can be found for example in the IMDG Code, among other sources.
Proper Shipping Name is the official name designated for the Labelling of the dangerous goods
for transportation. This name is also coupled to the UN number.
Packing Group indicates the degree of hazard the goods have been assigned for the purposes
of protective packaging for transport. There are three levels:
 Packing Group I Extremely hazardous substance
 Packing Group II Dangerous substance
 Packing Group III Least hazardous group of regulated substances
EmS (Emergency Schedules) The Emergency Response Procedures for Port Handling/Ships
Carrying Dangerous Goods are instructions derived from the IMDG Code detailing how to
handle certain hazardous substances if an accident occurs.
MFAG The Medical First Aid Guide for Use in Accidents Involving Dangerous Goods
provides instructions in how to administer First Aid to persons injured by hazardous materials.
Document of Compliance means a document issued by or on behalf of an Administration to a
ship carrying dangerous goods in packaged form or in solid form in bulk under SOLAS
regulation II-2/19.4 as evidence of compliance of construction and equipment with the
requirements of that regulation.
Flexible pipe means a flexible hose and its end fittings, which may include means of sealing
the ends, used for the purpose of transferring dangerous cargoes.
Handling means the operation of loading or unloading of a ship, railway wagon, vehicle,
freight container or other means of transport, transfer to, from or within a warehouse or terminal
area or within a ship or transshipment between ships or other modes of transport and includes
intermediate keeping, i.e. the temporary storage of dangerous cargoes in the port area during
their transport from the point of origin to their destination for the purpose of changing the
modes or means of transport and movement within the port which is part of the transport supply
chain for those cargoes.
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Hot work means the use of open fires and flames, power tools or hot rivets, grinding, soldering,
burning, cutting, welding or any other repair work involving heat or creating sparks which may
lead to a hazard because of the presence or proximity of dangerous cargoes.
Loading arm means an articulated hard pipe system and its associated equipment, which may
include quick release couplings, emergency release systems or hydraulic power pack, used for
the purpose of transferring dangerous cargoes.
Master means the person having command of a ship.
Packing means the packing, loading or filling of dangerous cargoes into receptacles,
intermediate bulk containers (IBCs), freight containers, tank containers, portable tanks, railway
wagons, bulk containers, vehicles, ship borne barges or other cargo transport units.
Pipeline means all pipes, connections, valves and other ancillary plant, apparatus and
appliances in a port provided or used for, or in connection with, the handling of dangerous
cargoes, but does not include a flexible pipe, loading arm or any part of a ship’s pipes, apparatus
or equipment other than the termination of those parts of the ship’s pipes, apparatus or
equipment to which a flexible pipe is connected.
Port area means the land and sea area established by legislation.
Port authority means any person or body of persons empowered to exercise effective control
in a port area.
Regulatory authority means the national, regional or local authority empowered to make legal
requirements in respect of a port area and having powers to enforce the legal requirements.
Responsible person means a person appointed by a shore side employer or by the master of a
ship who is empowered to take all decisions relating to a specific task, having the necessary
current knowledge and experience for that purpose and, where required, is suitably certificated
or otherwise recognized by the regulatory authority.
Ship means any seagoing or non-seagoing water craft, including those used on inland waters,
used for the transport of dangerous cargoes.
Skilled person means any person having the current knowledge, experience and competence
to perform a certain duty.
Stowage means the positioning of packages, intermediate bulk containers (IBCs), freight
containers, tank containers, portable tanks, bulk containers, vehicles, ship borne barges, other
cargo transport units and bulk cargoes on board ships, in warehouses, sheds or other areas.
Transport means the movement by one or more modes of transport in port areas.
Unstable substance means a substance which, by nature of its chemical make-up, tends to
polymerize or otherwise react in a dangerous manner under certain conditions of temperature
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or in contact with a catalyst. Mitigation of this tendency can be carried out by special
transport conditions or by introducing adequate amounts of chemical inhibitors or stabilizers
into the product.

ABBREVIATIONS
ADR

:European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods
by Road
AFAD
:Disaster and Emergency Management Presidency
CTU
:Cargo Transport Units
EmS
:Emergency Response Procedures
GBF/SDS
:Safety Data Sheet
IBC Kod
:International Code for the Construction and Equipment of Ships carrying
Dangerous Chemicals in Bulk
IGC Kod
:The International Code of the Construction and Equipment of Ships Carrying
Liquefied Gases in Bulk
IMDG Kod :The International Maritime Dangerous Goods
IMO
:International Maritime Organization
IMSBC Kod :International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes Code
IOPP Sert. :Internationa Oil Pollution Prevention Certificate
ISPS Kod
:The International Ship and Port Facility Security Code
MARPOL :The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships
MFAG
:Medical First Aid Guide for use in Accidents Involving Dangerous Goods
ISGOTT
:International Safety Guide for Oil Tankers and Terminals
SOLAS
:The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea
TMGD
:Dangerous Goods Consultant
TMGDK
:Dangerous Goods Consulting Services
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The entry and presence of dangerous cargoes in port areas and any consequential handling
should be controlled to ensure the general safety and security of the area, the containment of
the cargoes, the safety of all persons in or near the port area, and the protection of the
environment.
The safety of life at sea and the safety and security of a ship, its cargo and its crew in a port
area are directly related to the care which is taken with dangerous cargoes prior to loading or
unloading, and during their handling.
These Guide are confined to dangerous cargoes which are in a port area as part of the
transport chain. These Recommendations do not apply to dangerous substances which are
used in a port area or are for general storage in the port area, but Governments may wish to
control such use and storage by national legal requirements. Should a substance covered by
either of these exclusions subsequently be shipped, this Guide should then be applied, even
though the substance is already in the port area.
An essential pre-requisite for the safe transport and handling of dangerous cargoes is their
proper identification, containment, packaging, packing, securing, marking, labeling,
placarding and documentation. This applies whether the operation takes place in a port area
or at premises away from a port area.
Whilst the total transport chain includes inland, port and marine elements, it is essential that
every care is taken by those responsible for the matters in 1.4 and that all relevant information
is passed to those involved in the transport chain and to the final consignee. Attention should
be paid to the possible differing requirements for different modes of transport.
The safe transport and handling of dangerous cargoes is based on correct and accurate
application of regulations for transport and handling of such cargoes and depends on
appreciation by all persons concerned of the risks involved and on the full and detailed
understanding of the regulations. This can only be achieved by properly planned and
carried out training and retraining of persons concerned.
These Guide are intended to set out a standard framework within which legal requirements
can be prepared for the first time, to ensure the safe transport and handling of dangerous
cargoes in port areas.
1.1. Port Facilities Information Form:
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Port Facility Operator name / title

GÜBRE FABRİKALARI TÜRK ANONİM ŞİRKETİ

Port Facility Operator contact info

Nida Kule Merdivenköy Mah. Bora Sok. No: 1

(adress, telephone, fax, e-mail and web)

Kat: 12-30-31 Kadıköy / İstanbul

3

Port Facility Name

+90 216 468 50 50
gubretas@gubretas.com.tr
GÜBRETAŞ YARIMCA PORT

4

Province

KOCAELİ

1

2

Fax: +90 216 407 10 11
www.gubretas.com.tr

Port Facility contact info

Atalar Mah. Hayat Sok. No: 30 Körfez / KOCAELİ

5

(adress, telephone, fax, e-mail and web)

6

Geographical region

+90 262 528 46 40
gubretas@gubretas.com.tr
Marmara Bölgesi

7

Connected Harbour Masters Office and contact info

8

Connected mayoral and contact info

9

Connected Organized industrial zone or free zone
name
Kıyı Tesisi İşletme İzni / Geçici İşletme İzni

10 Belgesinin geçerlilik tarihi

Koaceli Bölge Liman Başkanlığı
+90 262 528 37 54
Körfez Belediye Başkanlığı

Faks: +90 262 528 47 90

+90 262 528 23 02

Faks: +90 262 528 54 22

16.06.2023
Own cargo and
3rd parties cargo
(X)

11 Coastal plant annual status

12

Facility responsible's name and contact info
(telephone, fax, e-mail)
Dangerous operation responsible person on the

14

Handling dangerous cargoes (MARPOL - I, IMDG

16 Code, IBC Code, IGC Code, IMSBC Code, Grain
Code, TDC Code, asphalt / bitumen and scrap)

3rd parties

(…)

(…)
e-mail

+90 262 528 46 40 +90 262 528 21 31 ikaba@gubretas.com.tr
Ayhan SÖĞÜT / Lojistical Operations Manager
Telephone

Fax:

+90 262 528 46 40 +90 262 528 21 31
Volkan KESKİN / TMGD

Dangerous goods adviser of the facility, name and
contact info (telephone, fax, e-mail)

15 Navigational coordinates

Own cargo

İbrahim KABA / Facility Manager
Telephone
Fax:

13 facility, name and öcontact info (telephone, fax, email)

Fax: +90 262 528 21 31
www.gubretas.com.tr

e-mail
asogut@gubretas.com.tr

Telephone

e-mail

+90 232 520 26 61

volkan.keskin@entegretmgd.com.tr

E:

4515196,618

476251,433

W:
4515252,943
UN 1805 Phosphoric Acid

475955,891

UN 1830 Sulphuric Acid
UN 2067 / UN 2071 Ammonium Nitrate
UN 1005 Ammonia (Unhidrid)

17

Types of dangerous goods handled at the facility
(Goods other than IMDG Code will be written
separately from 16. Additional cargo request will be sent to the port authority with the Annex-1 form. It
will be added to TYER when appropriate.)

UN 1805 Phosphoric Acid (Class 8)
18 Classes for cargo handled, subject to IMDG Code

UN 1830 Sulphuric Acid (Class 8)
UN 2067 / UN 2071 Ammonium Nitrate (Class 5.1, Class 9)
UN 1005 Ammonia (Unhidrid) (Class 2.3, 8)

19

Groups in characteristic table for handled cargo
subject to IMSBC Code

UN 2067 Ammonium Nitrate (Sınıf 5.1, Grup B)
UN 2071 Ammonium Nitrate (Sınıf 9, Grup B)
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Chemical Tanker
Bulk Carrier

20 Type of vessel can be berth the facility

General Cargo Ship
Liquified Gas Carrier (Ammonia)

21

Distance to main road (km)

0,3

22

distance to railway (km) or railway connection
(yes/no)

yes

23 Nearest airport name and distance (km)
24

Cargo handling capacity (ton/year; TEU/year;
vehicle/Year)

Cengiz Topel Airport

33

Sabiha Gökçen Airport

50

1.000.000 ton/year
No

25 Handling scrap cargo
Have border cross? (yes / no)

Yes

27 Have bonded area? (yes / no)

Yes

26

28 Cargo handling equpment and capacities?

Dry Cargo

Crane and Belt System

Liquid Cargo

Pipe Line

29 Cargo storage tank capacitiy (m3)

50.898

30 Open storage area (m2)

No

31 Semi open storage area (m2)

No

32 Covered storage area (m2)

18.955

33

The disagnated area for fumigation and/or removal
from fumigation (m2)

No
Anadolu Kılavuzluk A.Ş.

ANKAŞ
Telefon
34

Pilotage and towage services provides's name and
contact info

Faks

e-posta

+90 262 528 33 00 +90 262 528 53 72
MARİNTUG
Telefon

Faks

e-posta

+90 262 528 14 04 +90 262 528 14 01

37

izmit@marintug.com

Yes

35 Have security plan?
36

yarimcapilot@ankaspilot.com

Marin Römorkör ve Kılavuzluk A.Ş.

Waste acceptance facility capacity (This area will
prepare according to accepting type of vessel)

Atık Türü

Kapasite (m3)

İZAYDAŞ

Characteristic of the dock / pier etc.

Allowable vessels
tonage and length
(DWT-GT/ meter)

Dock / Pier No

Length
(meter)

Width
(meter)

Maksimum
water level
(meter)

Minimum water
level (meter)

Port (1)

101

14

11

8,5

23.000 DWT

Dock (2,3)

200

27

17

13

54.000 GT - 240

Count (piece)

Length (meter)

Diameter (İnç)

2
2
1

165 - 320
185 - 320
180

8 - 10
8 - 10
16

Pipe line name (if exist)

Phosphoric Acid Line
Sulphuric Acid Line
Ammonia Line
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1.2. Procedures of Handling and Storege Dangerous Goods at The Port Facility:

Dangerous goods handled at GÜBRETAŞ Yarimca Port are listed below:
 UN 1805 Phosphoric Acid
 UN 1830 Sulphuric Acid
 UN 1005 Ammonia (Unhidrid)
 UN 2067 Ammonium Nitrate
 UN 2071 Ammonium Nitrate

Procedures related to the loads handled are in the annex of the guide.
 PR.YRM.13 Safe Handling of Packaged Dangerous Goods Operation Procedure
 PR.YRM.14 Safe Handling of Dangerous Solid Bulk Cargo Operation Procedure
 PR.YRM.15 Safe Handling Operation Procedure of Dangerous Liquid Bulk
Cargoes
 PR.YRM.16 Ship Operations Purge Procedure
 PR.YRM.17 Hot Work and Operations Operation Procedure
 TL.YRM.105 Flexible Hose Instructions for Use
 FR.YRM.12. Ship Shore Safety Check List
 FR.YRM.91 Chemical Tanker Discharge Control Form
 FR.YRM.92 Chemical Tanker Loading / Discharging Protocol Form

4
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2.1. ROLE OF BERTH OPERASTORS
The berth operator have the prime responsibility for carrying out the transport and handling of
dangerous cargoes in a manner which safeguards the health and safety of their employees and others
who may be affected by the operations, including the general public.
The berth operator should consider the risks associated with such activities in port areas and take them
into account when devising safe operational procedures. The procedures should ensure compliance with
relevant legal requirements.
The berth operator should provide appropriate information, instruction, training and supervision to
their employees to ensure that the safe operational procedures are followed in practice. Such
supervision should include procedures to verify that dangerous cargoes comply with the relevant legal
requirements and can be accepted for onward transport. A framework for achieving successful
management of health and safety involves:
 Setting up a clear policy for health and safety which fully complies with the minimum standards
laid down in national and local legal requirements, as appropriate;
 Drawing up realistic and safe operational procedures and standards;
 Organizing staff to implement the procedures;
 Routine checking of actual practices against the procedures; and
 Periodic audit and review of the arrangements as a whole.
The berth operator should ensure that appropriate plans are made to deal with foreseeable emergencies.
Such plans should be co-ordinated with the port emergency plan and relate to incidents and their
consequences in the area they control within the port area and in adjacent areas or premises.
The berth operator should ensure that all accidents and other emergencies, including those involving
property, are properly investigated to identify their causes, reported as required by national and local
legal requirements, and that any remedial action necessary to correct any deficiencies and prevent any
recurrence is taken promptly.
The berth operator and cargo interests should ensure that the safety of all aspects of the
transport and handling of dangerous cargoes is regularly reviewed.
2.1.1. Berthing
The berth operator should ensure that:
 Adequate and safe mooring facilities are provided; and
 Adequate safe access is provided between the ship and the shore.
2.1.2. Supervision
 The berth operator should ensure that areas where packages or cargo transport units are kept are
properly supervised and packages or cargo transport units are regularly inspected for
5
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leakage or damage. Any leaking package or cargo transport units should only be handled under the
supervision of a responsible person.
The berth operator should ensure that no person, without reasonable cause, opens or otherwise
interferes with any freight container, tank-container, portable tank or vehicle containing dangerous
cargoes. When a freight container, tank-container, portable tank or vehicle is opened by a person
authorized to examine its contents, the berth operator should ensure that the person concerned is aware
of the possible hazards arising from the presence of the dangerous cargoes.
2.1.3. Identification, Packing, Marking, Labelling or Placarding and Certification
The berth operator should ensure that dangerous cargoes entering his premises have been duly certified
or declared by the cargo interests as being properly identified, packed, marked, labelled or placarded so
as to comply with the appropriate provisions of the IMDG Code or, alternatively, with appropriate
national or international legal requirements applicable to the relevant mode of transport.
Safe handling and segregation
A berth operator transporting or handling dangerous cargoes should appoint at least one responsible
person who has adequate knowledge of the national or international legal requirements concerning the
transport and handling of dangerous cargoes, including the segregation of incompatible cargoes.
2.1.4. Emergency Procedures
The berth operator should ensure that appropriate emergency arrangements are made and brought to
the attention of all concerned. These arrangements should include:
 The provision of appropriate emergency alarm operating points;
 Procedures for notification of an incident or emergency to the appropriate emergency services
within and outside the port area;
 Procedures for notification of an incident or emergency to the port authority and port area users
both on land and water;
 The provision of emergency equipment appropriate to the hazards of the dangerous cargoes to
be handled;
 Co-ordinated arrangements for the release of a ship in the case of an emergency; and
 Arrangements to ensure adequate access/egress at all times.
The berth operator should consider the necessity of arrangements for a safe and quick emergency
escape, taking into account the nature of the dangerous cargoes and any special conditions.
2.1.5. Emergency Information
The berth operator should ensure that a list of all dangerous cargoes in the warehouses, sheds or other
areas, including the quantities, and if appropriate Proper Shipping Names, correct
6
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technical names (if applicable), UN numbers, classes or, when assigned, the division of the
goods, including for class 1, the compatibility group letter, subsidiary hazard classes (if
assigned), packing group (where assigned) and exact location is held readily available for the
emergency services.
The berth operator should ensure that the responsible person for a warehouse, shed or area,
where dangerous cargoes are handled, is as far as possible aware of the status of occupancy
with the dangerous cargoes in his area and is available in case of emergencies.
The berth operator should ensure that the person responsible for cargo handling operations
involving dangerous cargoes has the necessary information on measures to be taken to deal
with incidents involving dangerous cargoes and that it is available for use in emergencies.
To ensure the availability of the information referred to 2.1.5. electronic or other automatic data
processing or transmission techniques should be used.
The berth operator should ensure that the port or berth emergency response procedures and
port or berth emergency telephone numbers are placed at prominent locations within or at
warehouses, sheds or areas where dangerous cargoes are transported or handled.
The berth operator should ensure that fire-fighting and pollution-combating equipment and
installations are clearly marked as such and notices drawing attention to them are clearly visible
at all appropriate locations.
The berth operator should inform the master of any ship carrying or handling dangerous
cargoes of the emergency procedures in force and the services available at the berth.
2.1.6. Fire Precautions
The berth operator should ensure that:
 All parts of the berth and any ship moored to it are at all times accessible to emergency
services;
 Audible or visual alarms for emergency use are installed in the area or other means of
rapid communication with emergency services are available;
 The berth is fitted with an international ship/shore connection that complies with
the requirements of regulation SOLAS II/2/10.2.1.7 to supply water to the ship’s firefighting equipment for ships of 500 gross tonnage and upwards regardless of the year
of build;
 All areas used for the handling of dangerous cargoes are kept clean and tidy;
 Before dangerous cargoes are handled, the master of a ship is informed of the location
of the nearest means of summoning emergency services; and
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 The lighting and other electrical equipment in areas where dangerous cargoes are
present on the
berth is of a type safe for use in a flammable or explosive atmosphere.

The berth operator should ensure that:
Places where smoking is prohibited are designated; and
Notices in a pictogram form prohibiting smoking are clearly visible at all locations and at a safe
distance from places where smoking would constitute a hazard.
The berth operator should ensure that equipment used in an area or space where a
flammable or explosive atmosphere may exist or develop, is of a type safe for use in a
flammable or explosive atmosphere and used in such a manner that no fire or explosion can be
caused.
The berth operator should ensure that only portable electrical equipment of a type safe for use
in a flammable atmosphere is used in an area or space in which a flammable atmosphere may
occur.
The berth operator should ensure that electrical equipment on a wandering lead is not used in
areas or spaces where a flammable atmosphere may occur.
2.1.7. Fire Fighting
The berth operator should ensure that adequate and properly tested fire-fighting equipment and
facilities are provided and readily available in accordance with the requirements of the
regulatory authority in areas where dangerous cargoes are transported or handled.
The berth operator should ensure that personnel involved in the handling or transport of
dangerous cargoes are trained and practised in the use of fire-fighting equipment in accordance
with the requirements of the regulatory authority.
2.1.8. Environmental Precautions
The berth operator should ensure that dangerous cargoes are only handled in areas which
comply with the requirements of the regulatory authority.
The berth operator should ensure that any damaged package, unit load or cargo transport unit
containing dangerous cargoes is dealt with in accordance with the requirements of the
regulatory authority and is not transported or handled unless the dangerous cargoes have been
properly repacked and are in all respects fit and safe for further transport and handling.
The berth operator should ensure that, if necessary, any damaged package, unit load or cargo
transport unit containing dangerous cargoes is removed to a designated area for such
cargoes.
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Pollution combating
The berth operator should ensure that adequate equipment is available to minimize the damage
in case of a spillage of dangerous cargoes.
The berth operator should ensure that personnel involved in the transport and handling of
dangerous cargoes are trained and practised in the use of pollution combating equipment and
facilities in accordance with the requirements of the regulatory authority.
Reporting of incidents
The berth operator, within his area of responsibility, should ensure that, if an incident occurs
during the handling of dangerous cargoes which may endanger the safety or security of
persons, of ships within the port, of the port or of any other property, or the environment, the
person having charge of the handling immediately causes the operation to be stopped, if it is
safe to do so, and prevents it being resumed until appropriate safety measures have been
taken. The berth operator should require every member of his personnel to report, to the person
having charge of the operation, any such incident they see to occur during the handling of
dangerous cargoes.
The berth operator should ensure that any incident involving dangerous cargoes which may
endanger the safety or security of persons, or of ships within the port or of the port or of any
other property or the environment is reported immediately to the port authority.
The berth operator should ensure that any damaged or leaking package, unit load or Cargo
transport unit containing dangerous cargoes is reported immediately to the port authority and
that suitable remedial action is taken in accordance with reg.
2.1.9. Inspections
The berth operator, where appropriate, should:
 Check documents and certificates concerning the safe transport, handling, packing and
stowage of dangerous cargoes in the port area at the time of receipt;
 Check, where practicable, packages, unit loads and cargo transport units containing
dangerous cargoes to verify that they are marked, labelled or placarded in accordance
with the provisions of the IMDG Code and the appropriate national or international legal
requirements applicable for the mode of transport and that unnecessary labels, placards
and marks have been removed and that the Cargo transport units have been loaded,
packed and secured in accordance with the IMO/ILO/UN ECE Guidelines for Packing
of Cargo Transport Units (CTUs);
 Check freight containers, tank-containers, portable tanks and vehicles containing
dangerous cargoes to ensure that they have a current safety approval plate in accordance
with the International Convention for Safe Containers (CSC), 1972, as amended, when
applicable, or have been approved in accordance with the relevant provisions of the
IMDG Code or by a certification or approval system of an appropriate authority; and
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 Check, by external examination, the physical condition of each freight container, tankcontainer, portable tank or vehicle containing dangerous cargoes for obvious damage
affecting its strength or packaging integrity and for the presence of any sign of leakage
of contents.
The berth operator should make such checks regularly to ensure implementation of the safety
precautions in the port area and the safety of transport.
If any of the checks mentioned above reveal deficiencies which may affect the safe transport
or handling of dangerous cargoes the berth operator should immediately advise all parties
concerned and request them to rectify all deficiencies prior to any further transport or handling
of dangerous cargoes.
The berth operator should ensure that every necessary support will be given to the port
authority or any other person or institution entitled to carry out inspections when they intend to
carry out an inspection of dangerous cargoes.
Hot work and other repair or maintenance work, The berth operator should ensure that no
repair or maintenance work resulting in non-availability of the emergency/fire equipment
required by these Recommendations is carried out at the berth without prior permission of the
port authority.
2.1.10. Entry Into Confined or Enclosed Spaces
2.1.10.1. The berth operator should ensure that no person enters any enclosed space such as,
for example, a cargo space, cargo tank, void space around such tank, cargo handling space, or
other confined or enclosed space which has contained or may contain dangerous vapour or
oxygen depleting cargoes, unless the space is free of dangerous vapour and not deficient in
oxygen, and is certified to that effect by a responsible person trained in the use of the relevant
equipment and sufficiently knowledgeable to interpret correctly the results obtained. The
responsible person should record the measurements taken.
2.1.10.2. Where it is necessary for operational purposes to enter a space which cannot be freed
of dangerous vapour within a reasonable time and which, therefore, can not be certified as
provided in 2.1.10.1. or it is unlikely that the space will remain free of dangerous vapour, then
entry should only be made by persons wearing a self-contained breathing apparatus and
any other necessary protective equipment and clothing. The entire operation should be carried
out under the direct supervision of a responsible person who should be provided with
self-contained breathing apparatus, protective equipment and rescue harness. The breathing
apparatus, protective and rescue equipment should not be of a type that could introduce a source
of ignition into the space.
2.1.10.3. The berth operator should ensure that entry into a space mentioned in 2.1.20.1.
follows carefully established procedures which are contained in international codes and guides.
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2.1.11. Fumigation of Warehouses, Sheds or Cargo Transport Units
The berth operator should ensure that fumigation of warehouses, sheds or cargo transport units
is carried out in accordance with the requirements of the regulatory authority. Reference should
be made to the Recommendations on the Safe Use of Pesticides in Ships in the Supplement to
the IMDG Code.
The berth operator should ensure that fumigation of cargo transport units is carried out only in
areas designated by the port authority for this purpose.
The berth operator should ensure that fumigated warehouses, sheds or cargo transport units are
conspicuously marked, informing anyone approaching them of the hazard involved.
The berth operator should ensure that no person enters a warehouse, shed or Cargo transport
unit unless it has been properly ventilated, determined gas-free, fumigation warning signs have
been removed and a responsible person has determined that it is safe to enter and issued a
clearance certificate.
A Guide to fumigation operations is set out in annex 7.
Contaminated wastes, The berth operator should ensure that wastes contaminated with
dangerous cargoes are immediately collected and disposed of in accordance with the
requirements of the regulatory authority.
Alcohol and drug abuse, The berth operator, within his area of responsibility, should ensure
that no person under the influence of alcohol or drugs is allowed to participate in any operation
involving the handling of dangerous cargoes. Any such persons should always be kept clear of
the immediate areas where dangerous cargoes are being transported or handled.
Weather conditions, The berth operator, within his area of responsibility, should not permit
dangerous cargoes to be handled in weather conditions which may seriously increase the risk.
Lighting, The berth operator, within his area of responsibility, should ensure that areas where
dangerous cargoes are handled or where preparations are being made to handle dangerous
cargoes and access to such areas are adequately illuminated.
2.1.12. Handling Equipment
The berth operator, within his area of responsibility, should ensure that all equipment used in
the handling of dangerous cargoes is suitable for such use and used only by skilled persons.
The berth operator, within his area of responsibility, should ensure that all cargo handling
equipment is of an approved type where appropriate, properly maintained and tested in
accordance with national and international legal requirements.
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2.1.13. Protective Equipment
The berth operator, within his area of responsibility, should ensure, when necessary, that a
sufficient quantity of appropriate protective equipment is available to all personnel involved in
the handling of dangerous cargoes.
Such equipment should provide adequate protection against the hazards specific to the
dangerous cargoes handled and should be of an approved type or made in conformity with an
approved standard.
2.2. ROLE OF CARGO INTERESTS
The cargo interests have the prime responsibility for carrying out the transport and handling
of dangerous cargoes in a manner which safeguards the health and safety of their employees
and others who may be affected by the operations, including the general public.
The cargo interests should consider the risks associated with such activities in port areas and
take them into account when devising safe operational procedures. The procedures should
ensure compliance with relevant legal requirements.
The berth operator and cargo interests should provide appropriate information, instruction,
training and supervision to their employees to ensure that the safe operational procedures are
followed in practice. Such supervision should include procedures to verify that dangerous
cargoes comply with the relevant legal requirements and can be accepted for onward transport.
The berth operator and cargo interests should ensure that the safety of all aspects of the
transport and handling of dangerous cargoes is regularly reviewed.
Cargo interests should also ensure that dangerous cargoes they forward for transport by sea
comply with the relevant legal requirements.
In many ways the management of cargo interests holds the key to the health and safety of all
those further along the transport chain. Often only they will have control over the correct
packing, segregation and securing of the contents of cargo transport units. In many cases the
packer of a cargo transport unit will be the last person who sees the inside of it until it reaches
its final destination and will, therefore, have the prime responsibility for ensuring it is correctly
and securely packed. Cargo interests should ensure that all cargo transport units for transport
by sea are suitable for the purpose in accordance with the Container Safety Conv. (CSC), 1972,
where relevant and are correctly packed, placarded, marked and documented in accordance with
the requirements of the IMDG Code and other relevant codes and are loaded in accordance with
the IMO/ILO/UN ECE Guidelines for packing of cargo transport units before passing them on
along the transport chain.
2.2.1. Documents and Certificates
The cargo interests should ensure that all documents and certificates concerning
dangerous cargoes are issued in accordance with the IMDG Code and national or international
legal requirements applicable to the relevant modes of transport. Required shipping papers with
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the related certificates, where applicable, should always be with the party having the dangerous
cargo, at each stage while in the port area.
2.2.2. Identification, Packing, Marking, Labelling or Placarding and Certification
The cargo interests should ensure that dangerous cargoes are properly identified, packed,
marked, labelled or placarded so as to comply with the appropriate provisions of part 5 of the
IMDG Code and with appropriate national or international legal requirements applicable to the
relevant modes of transport and that unnecessary, placards, marks and labels have been
removed.
2.2.3. Freight Containers, Tank-Containers, Portable Tanks and Vehicles
The cargo interests should ensure that freight containers, tank-containers, portable tanks and
vehicles used for carrying dangerous cargoes are safe for use and have a current safety approval
plate in accordance with the International Convention for Safe Containers (CSC), 1972,
as amended, when appropriate, and have been approved in accordance with the relevant
provisions of part 6 of the IMDG Code, or by a certification or approval system of an
appropriate authority.
The cargo interests should ensure that cargo transport units are packed with dangerous cargoes
in accordance with the IMO/ILO/UN ECE Guidelines for Packing of Cargo Transport Units
(CTUs) or any other national or international legal requirements applicable to the mode of
transport so as to ensure the safe transport and handling of such units in the port area.
2.2.4. Inspections
The cargo interests should appoint a responsible person when dangerous cargoes are handled
or transhipped who should prior to and during the transport chain, check that the provisions set
out reg. are complied with.
The responsible person of the cargo interests should check, by visual examination, the physical
condition of each freight cont., tank-container, portable tank or vehicle for obvious damage
affecting its strength or packaging integrity and for the presence of any sign of leakage of
contents.
The responsible person of the cargo interests should make such checks regularly to ensure
implementation of the safety precautions in the transport chain to the port area.
If any of the checks in 2.2.1 to 2.2.3 reveal deficiencies which may affect the safe transport
or handling of dangerous cargoes the responsible person of the cargo interests should advise
all parties concerned immediately and request them to rectify all deficiencies prior to any further
transport or handling of dangerous cargoes.
The responsible person of the cargo interests should ensure that every necessary support will
be given to the port authority or the berth operator when an inspection of the dangerous
cargoes is carried out by them.
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The cargo interests should, commensurate with their responsibilities, ensure that the security
provisions concerning dangerous cargoes in accordance with the relevant IMO Codes and
national or international legal requirements applicable to the relevant modes of transport are
implemented.
2.3. ROLE OF SHIP MASTER’S / OFFICER’S
Any person having charge of dangerous cargoes should inform the port authority
immediately of any incident relevant to such cargo that occurs within the port area which
mayendanger the safety or security of persons, of the ship or of other ships within the port, of
the port orof any other property or the environment.
The Ship Master or Officer should require that it is notified of any person’s intention to carry
out hot work or any other repair or maintenance work, either on board a ship or ashore, which
may constitute a hazard because of the presence of dangerous cargoes, and such work is
authorized only when it can be carried out without creating such a hazard.
During loading or unloading of cargoes of class 1 (except those in division 1.4), no radio or
radar transmitters should be used on the ship, in cranes or elsewhere in the vicinity, except for
VHF transmitters with a power output that does not exceed 25 W and no part of their aerial
systems passes within the minimum safe distance of 2 metres from the explosives.
Defective packages Any damaged, leaking, affected by moisture or otherwise defective package
should not be accepted for shipment. No repair of defective or damaged packages should be
permitted on board the ship.
2.3.1. Where Signals Are to Be Exhibited, They Should Be:
 By day flag “B” of the International Code of Signals; and
 By night an all-round fixed red light.
2.3.2. Entering The Port Area
Prior to entering a port area, the master of a ship having dangerous cargoes on board should:
 Familiarize himself and the crew, as appropriate, with the legal requirements relating to
ships
carrying or handling dangerous cargoes in the port area;
 Check the condition of the ship, its machinery, equipment and appliances, as
appropriate;
 Check wherever possible, the dangerous cargoes and their containments for any
damage or leakage; and
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 Inform the port authority of any relevant deficiency of the ship, its machinery,
equipment or appliances or any damage or leakage of dangerous cargoes or failure of
containment system which may endanger life, property or the environment.
Unless exempted by the port authority, the master of a ship should ensure that upon entering
the port area:
 Proper communications are maintained with the port authority; and
 When required, the signals referred to in 2.3.1. are displayed.
2.3.3. Watchkeeping
The master of a ship should ensure that a safe deck watch and a safe engine watch are
maintained at all times. The master should ensure that at all times there are sufficient crew
available to operate the appropriate shipboard appliances in the case of an emergency.
The master of a ship should, in organizing safe watchkeeping arrangements, take full account
of the nature, quantity, packing and stowage of the dangerous cargoes and of any special
conditions required.
In organizing the watches, full account should also be taken of the requirements of sections
A-VIII/2, part 4-1 and A-VIII/2, part 4-5 of the STCW Code.

2.3.4. Berthing
The master of a ship should ensure that the moorings used in securing the ship are of an
appropriate type, and of sufficient strength and number for the size of the ship and the local
conditions.
Unless exempted by the port authority, the master of a ship which has to display the signals
referred to in 3.3.3 should, at all times, while it is berthed in the port area:
 Provide towing wires (otherwise referred to in some places as “fire wires”) of adequate
size at the bow and the stern ready for immediate use. The towing eye should be passed
outboard and kept at about the water level by means of a rope stopper which will break
under stress and release an adequate length of towing wire, stowed on deck for
immediate use. The end of the wire should be properly secured to mooring bitts; and
 Ensure that the mooring arrangements are such that the ship can be released quickly in
an emergency.
The master of a ship should ensure that machinery necessary for the safety of the ship or the
handling of cargo or ballast is properly maintained, attended and always ready for use and that
funnel uptakes and boiler tubes are not blown without the permission of the port authority.
The master of a ship should ensure that adequate safe means of access are provided between
the ship and the shore.
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2.3.5. Emergency Procedures
The master of a ship should, as appropriate, make himself, his officers and his crew familiar
with the emergency response procedures established in the port area and the facilities available
at the berth.
The master of a ship should consider the necessity for arrangements for a safe and quick
emergency escape, taking into account the nature of the dangerous cargoes and any special
conditions on board.
The master of a ship should establish emergency response procedures on board the ship to deal
with incidents involving dangerous cargoes carried or to be carried on board and should ensure
that the officers and crew are properly trained in carrying out such procedures.
2.3.6. Emergency Information
The master of a ship carrying dangerous cargoes should ensure that in addition to the
information to be provided in accordance with SOLAS regulation II-2/15.2.4.2, the
following information is kept at the same place:
 a list of all dangerous cargoes on board in transit;
 a list of all dangerous cargoes to be unloaded in the port area; and
 a list of all dangerous cargoes to be loaded in the port area and the intended stowage
and loading arrangement on board the ship.
The master of a ship should ensure that the officer on duty has the necessary information on
measures to be taken to deal with incidents involving dangerous cargoes and that it is available
for use in emergencies.
The master should ensure that, in addition to the emergency response procedures required for
dangerous cargoes, any appropriate security provisions are readily accessible. Such information
includes for example the Emergency Response Procedures for Ships Carrying Dangerous
Goods (EmS Guide) for use in conjunction with the transport document, the Medical First Aid
Guide for Use in Accidents involving Dangerous Goods (MFAG) (included in the IMDG Code
Supplement) and safety data sheets.
The master of a ship should ensure that the duty officer is always aware of the crew members
or passengers and/or visitors on board or on shore leave.
2.3.7. Fire Precautions
The master of a ship should ensure that:
 places where smoking is prohibited are designated; and
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 notices in a pictogram form prohibiting smoking are clearly visible at all locations and
at a safe distance from places where smoking would constitute a hazard.
The master of a ship should ensure that tools or equipment that are used in an area or space
where a flammable or explosive atmosphere may exist or may develop, are used in such a
manner that no fire or explosion can be caused.
The master of a ship should ensure that, in areas or spaces in which a flammable
atmosphere may occur, only portable electrical equipment, including any used for sampling or
ullaging, of a type safe for use in a flammable atmosphere is used.
The master of a ship should ensure that electrical equipment on a wandering electrical lead is
not used in areas or spaces where a flammable atmosphere may occur.
The master of a ship should ensure that adequate and properly tested fire-fighting facilities,
appropriate to the dangerous cargoes on board, are readily available and that the crew is trained
and practised in the use of the tested fire-fighting equipment.
Environmental precautions The master of a ship carrying dangerous cargoes on board should
ensure that all necessary measures are taken to avoid accidental release of such cargoes into the
environment.
2.3.8. Reporting of Incidents
The master of a ship, within his area of responsibility, should ensure that, if an incident occurs
during the handling of dangerous cargoes which may endanger the safety or security of persons,
of the ship or of other ships within the port, of the port or of any other property or the
environment, the person having charge of the handling immediately causes the operation to be
stopped, if it is safe to do so, and prevents it being resumed until adequate safety measures have
been taken. The master of a ship should impose upon each member of his crew the obligation
of reporting the incident, to the person having charge of the operation and to the
appropriate authorities, of any such incident occurring during the handling of dangerous
cargoes.
The master of a ship should ensure that any incident which may affect the safety or security of
the port area, the population or the environment, is immediately reported to the port authority.
These may include incidents involving the ship, its crew, machinery, equipment or appliances,
or to the dangerous cargoes or their containments which occur while in the port area, or after
notification in accordance with Marpol Anx-II has been given.
The master of a ship should ensure that any damaged or leaking package, unit load or Cargo
transport unit containing dangerous cargoes on board the ship is reported immediately to the
berth operator and the port authority and that suitable remedial action is taken in accordance
with regulations.
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2.3.9. Inspections
The master of a ship should ensure that, where practicable, regular inspections are carried out
by the crew on the condition of the dangerous cargoes or their containments while on board
the ship in the port area.
The master of a ship should ensure that all necessary support is given to the port authority when
an inspection of dangerous cargoes and/or their containments on board the ship is carried out
by them.
2.3.10. Hot Work and Other Repair or Maintenance Work
The master of a ship, after having consulted the berth operator, where appropriate, should
ensure that no repair or maintenance work resulting in the immobilization of the ship, its Cargo
handling equipment or the non-functioning of its safety appliances is carried out without prior
permission of the port authority.
The master of a ship and persons carrying out the repair or maintenance work, after having
consulting the berth operator, should ensure that they are in possession of a permit to proceed
issued by the port authority before any such work involving hot work and any other repair or
maintenance work which may lead to a hazard because of the presence of dangerous cargoes,
is carried out on a ship.
Minimum safety requirements for carrying out hot work are set out in annex 4.
2.3.11. Entry Into Confined or Enclosed Spaces
The master of a ship should ensure that no person enters any enclosed space, such as a Cargo
space, cargo tank, void space around such tank, cargo handling space, ballast tank or other
confined or enclosed space which has contained or may contain dangerous vapours or oxygendepleting cargoes, unless the space is free of dangerous vapours, is not deficient in oxygen, and
that entry has been authorized by a responsible person. The responsible person should be
trained in the use of the relevant equipment to test the space and sufficiently knowledgeable to
interpret correctly the results obtained. The responsible person should record the measurements
taken.
Where it is necessary for operational purposes to enter a space which cannot be freed of
dangerous vapours within a reasonable time or it is unlikely that the space will remain free of
dangerous vapours, then entry should only be made by personnel wearing self-contained
breathing apparatus, and any other necessary protective equipment and clothing. The entire
operation should be carried out under the direct supervision of the responsible person who
should be provided with self-contained breathing apparatus, protective equipment and rescue
harness. The breathing apparatus, protective and rescue equipment should not be of a type that
could introduce a source of ignition into the space.
The master of a ship should ensure that entry into a space mentioned follows the carefully
established procedures contained in international codes and guides.
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2.3.12. Fumigation of Ships, Cargo Spaces or Cargo Transport Units
The master of a ship under fumigation or which has compartments under fumigation or
fumigated cargo transport units on board should ensure, that appropriate warning signs
are displayed at a clearly visible position at the gangway or entrance to the compartment or ctu
The signs should state the hazard to anyone entering the ship, compartment or ctu.
The master of a ship should ensure that no person enters the ship, compartment or Cargo
transport unit which has been fumigated unless it has been thoroughly ventilated, determined
gas- free, fumigation warning signs removed and a responsible person has determined that it is
safe to enter and issued a clearance certificate. Where pertinent, all confined space entry
procedures shall be complied with.
A guide to fumigation operations is set out in IMDG annex 7.
2.3.13. Contaminated Bilge Water, Wastes, Ballast or Slops
The master of a ship should ensure that bilge water, wastes, ballast or slops contaminated with
dangerous cargoes are collected and kept on board whilst in the port area either in the Cargo
space, or other designated spaces, or watertight receptacles to avoid accidental spillage.
The master of a ship having bilge water, wastes, ballast or slops contaminated with dangerous
cargoes on board should ensure that such contaminated bilge water, wastes, ballast or slops are
removed from the ship in accordance with the requirements of the regulatory authority prior to
the ship leaving the port area.
Alcohol and drug abuse, The master of a ship, within his area of responsibility, should ensure
that no person under the influence of alcohol or drugs is allowed to participate in any operation
involving the handling of dangerous cargoes. Any such persons should be kept clear of the
immediate areas where dangerous cargoes are being transported or handled.
Weather conditions, The master of a ship, within his area of responsibility, should not permit
d. cargoes to be handled in weather conditions which may seriously increase the risk.
Lighting, The master of a ship, within his area of responsibility, should ensure that the areas
where dangerous cargoes are handled or where preparations are being made for the handling
of dangerous cargoes and access to such areas are adequately illuminated.
2.3.14. Handling Equipment
The master of a ship, within his area of responsibility, should ensure that all ship’s equipment,
including cargo-securing equipment, used in the handling of dangerous cargoes is suitable for
such use and used only by skilled persons.
The master of a ship, within his area of responsibility, should ensure that all ship’s Cargo
handling equipment is of an approved type, properly maintained, and tested in accordance with
national and international legal requirements.
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2.3.15. Protective Equipment
The master of a ship, within his area of responsibility, should, when necessary, provide a
sufficient quantity of appropriate protective equipment and clothing for the ship’s personnel
involved in the handling of dangerous cargoes.
The protective equipment and clothing should provide adequate protection against the hazards
specific to the dangerous cargoes handled and should, where appropriate, be of an
approved type or made in conformity with an approved standard.
Security procedures, The master of the ship should familiarize himself with the security
requirements of the port.

2.4. FUNCTIONS and RESPONSIBILITIES OF SAFETY ADVISERS (TMGD)
The appointment of a staff member to serve as TMGD made until this responsibility will be
shared by the unit chiefs. For this purpose, the unit must be sufficiently trained
supervisors. Responsibilities and functions are listed as follows:
The main task of the Adviser(TMGD), under the responsibility of the head of the company,
within the scope of the work to identify the most appropriate requirements ensuring the use of
tools and activities to facilitate the management of these activities safest way.
A Adviser does the following tasks:
Monitoring compliance with the international rules and codes (IMDG/ADR) governing the
transport of dangerous goods,
Advising the undertaking on the transport of dangerous goods,
Ensuring that an annual report to the undertaking is prepared on the activities of the undertaking
concerning the transport of dangerous goods,
Monitoring the following practices and procedures (IMDG/ADR) relating to the activities of
the undertaking which concern the transport of dangerous goods,
The practice of the undertaking in taking into account, when purchasing means of transport,
any special requirements in connection with the dangerous goods to be transported,
The procedures for checking the equipment used in connection with the transport of dangerous
goods,
The proper training of the undertaking's employees and the maintenance of records of such
training (national and international),
The implementation of proper emergency procedures in the event of any accident or incident
that may affect safety during the transport of dangerous goods,
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The investigation of and, where appropriate, preparation of reports on serious accidents,
incidents or serious infringements recorded during the transport of dangerous goods,
The implementation of appropriate measures to avoid the recurrence of accidents, incidents or
serious infringements,
The account taken of the legal prescriptions and special requirements associated with the
transport of dangerous goods in the choice and use of subcontractors or third parties,
Verification that employees involved in the transport of dangerous goods have detailed
operational procedures and instructions,
The introduction of measures to increase awareness of the risks inherent in the transport of
dangerous goods,
The implementation of verification procedures to ensure the presence, on board the means of
transport, of the documents and safety equipment which must accompany transport and the
compliance of such documents and equipment with health and safety regulations,
The implementation of verification procedures to ensure compliance with legislation governing
loading and unloading of dangerous goods, and
The existence of the security plan indicated in ADR 1.10.3.2
The procedures for compliance with the rules (IMDG/ADR) governing the identification of
dangerous goods being transported,
In his audit duties related to the business; control people and keep records indicating the date
and time associated with the business.
Any danger to stop work done until eliminate the danger when it is said, the situation in the job
that eliminate the dangers to start with their consent and danger of elimination until the
company all the steps in the process or report to the authorities in writing.
Adviser, is responsible for transport, loading and unloading can earn an occurring event of
damage to property and the environment; It gives the company an accident report to
the management or administration by collecting information about the accident. This report
does not replace the reports to be written by the management under international or national
legislation.
2.5. RESPONSIBILITIES OF 3RD PARTİES ARE OPERATİNG IN SHORE
FACILITIES (as contractor employees and agents)
Part-time or full-time temporary officers in the coastal resort 3rd parties; to comply with all the
rules specified in the plant, make tasks to be performed in emergency situations and are
responsible for any documents served on them supplied.
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3.1. GENERAL RULES
A number of general rules that apply to the handling of dangerous goods at Ports of GÜBRETAŞ
are provided below. In this context the term Ports Authority refers to the CEO employed by Ports
of GÜBRETAŞ, the manager of the Port and Traffic Department, the managers of the individual
ports, the harbour master and the deputy harbour masters.
Pre-notification Hazardous goods/dangerous cargo may only be brought into a Ports of
Stockholm port area following approval authorization obtained by submitting a pre-notification
form. Pursuant to this the Ports Authority will issue specific instructions for the transport,
handling and/or storage of each individual type of dangerous material or combinations of these.
Precautionary measures When transporting, handling and/or storing hazardous goods/dangerous
cargo via Ports of GÜBRETAŞ regard must be paid to specific local conditions, such as the
proximity of buildings, the distance to places where people not directly involved in the transport,
handling and storage of goods may be present, the environmental sensitivity of the area or
additional site or facility/installation that may be affected by the leakage/emission of the
hazardous material or by an accident involving the hazardous cargo.
Dangerous Cargo Notice The Ports Authority in consultation with the emergency services
designate special areas where the transport, handling and storage of dangerous cargo is permitted.
Refusal of entry of dangerous goods/dangerous cargo The Ports Authority has the right to refuse
entry to the ports of extremely dangerous material or large quantities of dangerous goods if the
safety of the port is threatened by the transport, handling or storage of such goods. The
restrictions that apply for Ports of GÜBRETAŞ are set out in specific provisions clearly state that
hazardous goods of classifications 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, loaded in tank containers, as well as substances
classified as 2.3 are not accepted for handling or storage. Appendix 9: Dangerous cargo limitations
Elimination of risks The GÜBRETAŞ Ports Authority has the right to take appropriate and
reasonable steps to eliminate risks associated with hazardous goods/dangerous cargo. The owner
of the goods or the representative of the owner may be liable for the costs incurred.
Inspection of dangerous goods The GÜBRETAŞ Ports Authority has the right to inspect
dangerous goods, which includes the inspection of transport documents and certificates, packages,
cargo carriers and vessels to ensure that the transport, handling, packaging, stevedoring and
storage of dangerous goods is carried out safely.
Anchorage of vessels carrying dangerous goods The Ports Authority decides where and when
vessels carrying dangerous cargo may anchor, berth or shift in the port. If an emergency situation
should arise the vessel must be able to move if necessary to another location at the port or leave
the port.
State of readiness to move under the vessels own power Vessels loading, unloading or carrying
explosive goods, flammable gases or liquids, oxygen emitting substances or having organic
products aboard in such quantities that there is a risk of harm to people or property outside the
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ship if an accident should occur involving the dangerous cargo shall at all times be prepared to
move at short notice under the vessel’s own power. Exceptions in special cases can be made by
the Ports Authority.
Hot Work The Ports Authority must always be informed about any hot work that will be carried
out, both aboard a vessel or at the quay where dangerous goods are transported, handled or stored.
Hot work will only be authorized if it is considered that this can be carried out safely with regard
to the risks posed by the cargo.
The performance of hot work requires permission issued by Ports of GÜBRETAŞ. Such
permission may not be granted for periods longer than 24 hours. The permit must include safety
instructions for the performance of the work.
Responsible person The Ports Authority, the stevedore service and the Master of the vessel must
each, for their respective area of responsibilities, designate a responsible person for the daily work
involved in the transportation, handling, and storage of dangerous cargo and in addition
ensure that a certified advisor is available, in accordance with the legislation governing the
transportation of dangerous goods.
Maintenance The Ports Authority must be notified of all major maintenance work intended to
be carried out, both aboard the vessel and within port areas where dangerous cargo is transported,
handled or stored.
Hazardous dust All efforts and steps must be taken to prevent and minimize the occurrence and
dispersion of hazardous dust and to protect personnel again such dust.
Hazardous vapours or gas All efforts and steps must be taken to prevent and minimize the
occurrence and dispersion of hazardous vapours or gas and to protect personnel against such
smoke or gas. When solid hazardous cargo in bulk is being handled that can give rise to hazardous
vapours or gases there must be instruments on hand to measure the concentrations of vapours and
gases present. Unprotected personnel are not permitted to enter spaces or areas where poisonous
or flammable vapours or gases may be present.
Oxygen depletion Unprotected personnel may not enter areas where oxygen depletion may
occur.
Liquid and condensed hazardous substances in bulk For specific safety regulations for the
transport and handling of liquid and condensed hazardous cargo in bulk please refer to the
following sections in these regulations;
Access Unauthorized persons may not enter areas where dangerous goods are transported,
handled or stored. When necessary, routes of transportation, handling areas or storage areas may
be cordoned-off to prevent unauthorized entry. Before allowing access to an enclosed area where
gases posing a risk to health may occur or there is a risk of oxygen being depleted the work
supervisor ashore and the Master of the vessel must ensure that work may be performed within
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their respective areas of responsibility without risk. Before allowing access for entry to areas
aboard or ashore which have been disinfected or flushed with a hazardous substance a special
certificate confirming that access can occur without risk must be issued by an authorized person.
3.2. PRE-ARRIVAL NOTIFICATION
All dangerous goods arriving at Ports of GÜBRETAŞ must be pre-notified, thereafter forward
this information to the respective unit that needs to know of the arrival of a dangerous cargo. In
addition to the fact that pre-notification provides information to Ports of GÜBRETAŞ about the
dangerous cargo, the pre-notification also forms the basis for the Harbour Master.
Arrival of dangerous goods by sea/overland All dangerous goods arriving at the port must be
pre-notified. This is done by the shipping company mailing, faxing or electronically transferring
data containing the necessary information. Pre-arrival notification is normally made no later than
24 hours prior to arrival of the goods at the port, but if this is not possible, for example because
of prevailing traffic conditions, notification may be made after this time, although prenotification must be made no later than the departure time from the previous port of call and/or in
accordance with a prior agreement with the port. When the cargo comprises a larger quantity
of dangerous goods in packaged form, or comprises goods that pose a particular danger, the Ports
Authority must be contacted as early as possible prior to the arrival of the goods to the port area.
The pre-notification shall include all of the goods to be offloaded at the port as well as the goods
in transit that will remain aboard the vessel. The following information must be included in the
pre- notification submission:
 Name of the ship and time of arrival
 The proper shipping name of the goods
 Class in accordance with the IMGD Code
 UN number
 Packing group (where applicable)
 Flashpoint Temperature (if applicable)
 Subsidiary risks (if applicable)
 Marine Pollutant (if the cargo is classified as such)
 EmS instruction
 Becquerel level (if radioactive)
 Quantity and type of packing
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 ID number of container or other identification terms
 Quantity of the dangerous cargo
 Net weight of explosive material (for Class 1 Transport)
 Location of where the dangerous cargo is stowed aboard
 The cargo that will be offloaded and the cargo that is goods in transit
 If the goods have been disinfected, what substance was used and on what date
 The sender and receiver of the goods
 Circumstances that can affect the safe maneuverability of the ship in a negative way
3.2.1. Dangerous Bulk Goods Arriving/Departing By Sea
The information that must be included in the pre-notification submission is the following:
 Name of the ship and arrival/departure time, and for the departure of dangerous goods the
vessel's agent and berth at the port
 Name of the company or depot that will receive the dangerous cargo and that will
unload the dangerous goods
 The proper shipping name of the goods
 Class in accordance with the IMGD Code
 UN number
 Packing group (where applicable)
 Flashpoint Temperature (if applicable)
 Quantity of the dangerous cargo
 Valid certification that the cargo is suitable for transport (where applicable)
 Location of where the dangerous cargo is stowed aboard
 The cargo that will be offloaded and the cargo that is goods in transit
 Any deficiencies in the vessels storage- and/or cargo handling system (if applicable)
 Circumstances that can affect the safe maneuverability of the ship in a negative way
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3.3. PROCEDURES FOR DISCHARGING / LOADING
When unloading dangerous goods from ships arriving at the port, the staff performing the
unloading must always receive advance information about the goods to be unloaded. This is to
allow preparations for unloading to be made in the best possible way and thereby minimize the
risk of accidents. The personnel must also be provided with information about dangerous goods
that are goods in transit.
Pre-notification also applies to goods arriving at the port overland by road transportation. Prenotification must be submitted so that the staff who will be dealing with the goods can prepare
and plan for the placing of the goods at the port in good time prior to the arrival of the dangerous
goods.
Company personnel familiar with the risks that exist and the precautions to be taken must
always be present when dangerous goods are unloaded.
Drivers arriving at the port must also always follow the directions provided at each worksite and
provide assistance in unloading the vehicle.
The work leader ashore and the Master of the vessel shall, within their respective areas of
responsibility, ensure that personnel handling or otherwise coming into contact with
dangerous goods are appropriately equipped with suitable protective equipment.
The work leader ashore and the Master of the vessel shall, within their respective areas of
responsibility, ensure that no person under the influence of alcohol or drugs participates in the
handling of dangerous goods or is present in an area where dangerous goods are handled.
The unloading of dangerous goods shall be initiated as soon as possible following the arrival of
the vessel. Dangerous goods shall be transported from the port as soon as possible unless special
permission has been obtained for the storage of the goods at the port.
When dangerous goods are being unloaded, access routes both ashore and aboard may not be
hindered by other activities or objects. Such areas must be maintained free from dirt and materials
which may heighten the risks posed by the dangerous goods.
Vehicles and transport units must be arranged so that free passage is maintained for emergency
vehicles both to the ship and the cargo hatches being used and to gangways.
Dangerous goods shall be stowed, secured and managed in such a way that they cannot fall, roll
over, slide or be subjected to impacts or other stresses that may damage the contents or packaging
during transshipment.
Work supervisors ashore and the Master of the vessel must ensure that areas where dangerous
goods are handled are appropriately lit.
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Work supervisors ashore and the Master of the vessel must ensure that the smoking bans imposed
that apply in the ship's hold, on open deck and in the port's cargo handling areas are
strictly observed.
The Master of the vessel should ensure that warning notices regarding the dangerous goods aboard
are placed in the vicinity of gangways or other suitable locations aboard ships carrying dangerous
goods or aboard which such goods are handled.
When unloading dangerous goods, or handling other goods when dangerous goods are present
aboard the vessel, good and effective communication must be maintained between the ship and
the work supervisors ashore. If dangerous goods leak or containers are damaged, immediate
measures must be taken to limit or prevent spillage; please refer to the emergency action plan for
dangerous goods.
The documentation relating to the dangerous goods, or copies of the same information, must be
readily available during unloading in case an accident should occur. If the corresponding
information is available in the form of computerized information in a vehicle this is adequate and
paper copies are not necessary.
3.3.1. Checklist For Unloading Dangerous Goods From a Vessel
 Discharging of cargo is not permitted if the vessel itself or load carriers on the vessel have
deficiencies that may negatively affect safety during unloading e.g. leakage or insufficient
Labeling. In such cases these problems must be solved prior to unloading.
 Information about the dangerous cargo must have been communicated by BTC or via a
computerized system in the form of a pre-notification/advance registration.
 Information about the dangerous goods must have been provided to those carrying
out the unloading, by the latest at the time of review of the ship’s manifest.
 Check what has to be done with the dangerous cargo in case of an accident. Information
about the cargo must be readily available.
 Check that protective equipment is available in case any uncertainty arises.
 Check that vehicles and containers are correctly labeled. If there are any inaccuracies or
errors these must be corrected before load carriers are lined up at the port for collection.
 Vehicles and containers, respectively, will thereafter be transferred to the locations
designated for these at the port.
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3.3.2. Checklist for Receiving Dangerous Goods Booked for Sea Transport
 Vehicles or containers that have deficiencies that may negatively affect the safe handling
of the goods at the port must be stopped at the gate and corrective action taken before
these vehicles or containers can be received by the port.
 Information about the arrival of vehicles or containers containing dangerous goods
must have been received from GÜBRETAŞ in the form of a pre-notification submission.
 When the cargo carrier arrives at the port the gate must check that the correct
documentation exists for the dangerous goods and confirm that the cargo vehicle has
arrived at the port.
 Check what action to take with the dangerous goods in case of accident. Information about
the goods must be readily available.
 At the gate an inspection must be carried out to check that the vehicle and/or containers
are correctly labelled. If labelling is not accurate the vehicle and containers must be
labelled in compliance with current regulations before being allowed to enter the port.
 Vehicles and containers, respectively, will thereafter be transferred to the locations
designated for these at the port.
3.4. GUIDELINES FOR HANDLING DANGEROUS GOODS
We shall at all times endeavor to ensure that the handling of dangerous goods within our
operations and in our surrounding environment is carried out in a safe, appropriate and satisfactory
manner.
This means that in all our operational actions in the handling of dangerous goods we take into
account the nature of the cargo in order to avoid harm to humans, animals, the environment and
property.
The personnel involved must have the knowledge and training required to follow the company’s
procedures and directives, as well as be able to handle the dangerous cargo in a safe way that is
compliant with current regulations.
We shall always use the proper equipment intended for the handling of dangerous
cargo.
When purchasing vehicles, trucks and other equipment we always take into account the fact that
the handling of dangerous goods comprises a part of our operations.
The employer and employees shall cooperate so that all experience and opinions concerning the
handling of dangerous goods are heeded in day to day operations and that possible risks and
threats to good handling procedures are immediately reported.
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The employee should always have the knowledge that the Company has made every effort to
ensure the safe handling of dangerous cargo.

3.5. LABELLING ROUTINES
Load carriers parked within port areas must be correct labelled in accordance with current
regulations. We must therefore check that every transport unit received by the port is correctly
labelled.
To be able to carry out these checks we must be aware of the regulations that apply to the
individual transport unit. Cargo carriers may come under the jurisdiction of the IMDG Code
or ADR, and these sets of regulations impose different demands for the labelling of transport
units and goods.
We must also be aware of which rules apply to transport units to be collected from the port that
will continue onwards as road transport in accordance with ADR, as we are not permitted to
release wrongly labelled cargo units.
Finally we must also be aware of how individual packages should be labelled in case there
should be necessity to handle such consignments at the port. In this aspect there are different
demands in the IMDG Code compared to the ADR regulations.
To be able to perform these checks in practice checklists for labelling and marking must be used
if any uncertainty arises.
Appendix 1 Checklist for container labeling
Appendix 2 Checklist for vehicle labeling
Appendix 3 Checklist for the labelling of individual packages

3.6. SEPERATION AND STOREGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS IN PORT
When dangerous goods arrive in port we have an obligation to separate goods in such a way as
to minimize the risk of accidents.
At our port the goods are separated either in accordance with the rules of the IMDG Code or in
accordance with the ADR. When separating dangerous goods in accordance with the above
regulations it is the class to which the goods belong that determines how the cargo will
be separated.
Areas where dangerous goods are stored must be enclosed. The area may not be a public area and
private individuals have no rights of access to the areas where dangerous goods are stored. No
information about dangerous goods may be provided to third parties. Information may however
be provided to authorities in accordance with legal requirements and to facilitate rescue efforts.
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Locations where dangerous goods are stored shall be marked with appropriately placed signs.
Signs must conform to Transports Authority regulations on the identification and Labeling of
dangerous goods. When required, signs should be supplemented with warning texts, such as no
smoking signs. Locations where cargo inspections are carried out must be clearly marked.
Consideration must be taken to the risk of accidental collisions when deciding where dangerous
goods are to be placed. The positioning of dangerous goods must also take into account
the locations of drains within the area. Drain covers must be available adjacent to the drain and
maps of where drains are located must be readily available on site.
Routes and traffic lanes to locations where dangerous goods are kept must not be blocked.
Locations where dangerous goods are stored shall be kept well cleaned and free from materials
that could increase the risk posed by the dangerous goods.
When guarding of dangerous goods is necessary this must be carried out by specially assigned
individuals. The cost of such security provision shall be borne by the owner of the goods or the
owner’s representative.
In addition to the separation requirements that apply within the port area, we should also be
aware of the separation requirements that apply inside cargo carrier for road transportation.
To be able to separate goods efficiently there are reference checklists available for consultation,
see the following appendices:
Appendix 4 Checklist Separation according to IMDG
Appendix 5 Checklist Separation according to ADR

3.7. TRANSPORT DOCUMENTS SEA ROUTINES
Transport of goods in combination with transport by sea requires that a DGD (Dangerous Goods
Declaration) and either a CPC (Container Packing Certificate) or a VD (Vehicle Declaration) has
been issued for sea transportation.
It is very important that declarations are correctly issued; all dangerous goods must be specified
regardless of whether these are a solitary parcel or a complete shipment, otherwise the
shipment will remain at the port.
The DGD must always be written in English.
The declaration must be signed by the sender and include an assurance that the information
provided is correct. In addition the loader of the carrier must sign the certificate/declaration to
guarantee that the load is secure in accordance with maritime regulations.
Appendix 6 Checklist Dangerous Cargo Declaration
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3.8. TRANSPORT DOCUMENTS ROAD ROUTINES
For transportation to include dangerous goods a goods declaration and shipping document are
required. Goods transported as limited quantities only require a normal bill of lading.
 Goods Declarations
Goods declarations are issued in Turkish for internal transport within the country and shall
be issued in any of the languages English, German or French for international transport
When goods declarations are inspected we check that all of the information is stated in the
declaration and that this information corresponds with the labelling and marking of the cargo.
If there is any uncertainty regarding what information should be included on the declaration there
is a checklist to follow:
Appendix 7: Checklist For Goods Declarations
 Dangerous goods transport document
A dangerous goods transport document is appended to the goods declaration when the goods being
transported constitute a dangerous cargo shipment. This should be written in Swedish for transport
within Sweden and, for international transport, dangerous goods transport documents must
be available in the language of each country involved in the transportation, as well as in a
language that the driver of the vehicle understands. In appendix 18 there is an example of what a
transport document should look like.
Appendix 8: Checklist dangerous goods transport document
3.9. LOADING PROCEDURES
When loading dangerous cargo onto a ship the employees performing the loading must be
informed in advance of what dangerous cargo will be handled. This enables the best preparations
to be made for performing the loading and thereby reduces the risk of accident.
Personnel familiar with the risks posed and safety measures to be implemented must always be
present during the loading of dangerous cargo. These employees will cooperate with the crew of
the vessel to create the safest possible handling conditions and minimize the risk of accident.
Information regarding the dangerous cargo must be readily available at all times during the
loading of the cargo to ensure that the correct measures are taken in case of accident.
Dangerous cargo should arrive at the port area for loading aboard vessels as close to the time of
loading as is practically possible.
To facilitate loading procedures there are checklists available that document the most vital issues
to consider.
Appendix 9 Checklist Loading of Vehicles' and Containers
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Appendix 10 Checklist Loading of Single Items and Gen. Cargo Vehicles and/or containers
should then be placed by the crew of the vessel in the designated places aboard the ship.
3.10. COLLECTION PROCEDURES
When dangerous goods are collected from the port for onward transport by road the personnel
handling loading must always receive information in advance about the dangerous goods to be
handled. This enables the best preparations to be made for performing the loading and thereby
reduces the risk of accident.
Personnel familiar with the risks posed and safety measures to be implemented must always be
present during the collection of dangerous cargo. These employees will work together with the
drivers to create the safest possible handling conditions and minimize the risk of accident.
Information concerning the dangerous cargo must always be readily available during loading so
that the correct actions can be taken if an accident occurs.
To facilitate loading procedures there are checklists available that document the most vital issues
to consider.
Appendix 11 Checklist for equipment
3.11. ARRIVAL and DEPARTURE OF VESSELS, BUNKERING and WATCH KEEPING
3.11.1 Vessels Arriving
Before ships carrying dangerous cargo call Ports of GÜBRETAŞ the Master of each vessel
should:
 Ensure that they themselves and their crews are familiar with the rules that apply to ships
carrying dangerous goods in Ports of Stockholm.
 Check the condition of the vessel, its machinery and other equipment relating to
carriage, handling or stowage of the dangerous goods
 Where possible verify that the dangerous goods and packaging are intact and there is no
damage or leakage.
 Inform the Ports Authority if faults or omissions have been noticed.
 Ensure that reliable communication is established and maintained with Ports of
GÜBRETAŞ, Port and Traffic Control.
3.11.2 Vessels Departing
 Ships carrying dangerous goods shall, no later than three hours prior to departure, notify
BTC of the scheduled departure time of the vessel.
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3.11.3 Bunkering
 Our facility is allowed to fueling operations
3.11.4 Watch Keeping
 Masters of vessels loading, unloading or carrying dangerous goods aboard the vessel shall
ensure that personnel are always on hand to provide adequate security and watch keeping
and ensure that equipment, including propulsion machinery, can be operated in an
emergency.
 Officers and crew who are assigned to the watch must have the level of training specified
in the 1978 International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watch
keeping (STCW), or later versions of the same.
 If the Ports Authority at Ports of GÜBRETAŞ so demand, watchmen must be aboard the
vessel during unloading, loading or when the vessels is carrying dangerous goods. These
must fulfill the above-mentioned criteria.
Watchmen on the vessel must:
 Be familiar with the dangers posed by the dangerous goods
involved.
 Within their specialist area ensure that security provisions are complied with and be
observant of activities in the vicinity of the vessel that may endanger safety or security.
 In dangerous situations raise the alarm and/or take other appropriate action, depending
on nature of the danger.

3.12. FIRE PREVENTION MEASURES
In all handling of hazardous materials the supervisors ashore and the master aboard must ensure
that appropriate fire and environmental protection measures have been taken.
Fire-fighting equipment shall, where required, be available for immediate use. This equipment
must be adapted to meet the necessary requirements with respect to the nature of the dangerous
cargo and its quantity.
In locations or spaces where flammable or explosive gases or dust may occur, electrical
equipment used must be explosion-proof. Electrical extension cables may not be used at such
sites.
In places where dangerous goods are stored and handled there is a mandatory ban on smoking,
open flames, spark-generating tools, hot surfaces and similar.
As supervision by fire-fighting personnel may be demanded for the transport, handling or storage
of dangerous goods, the arrangement of this with the emergency services must be booked by the
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shipping company (shipping company agent) no later than the day before the supervision
is required.
In locations where dangerous goods are transported, handled or stored or in the vicinity of
such sites, alarms or other means of rapid communication with the emergency services must be
available.
The personnel concerned shall, before the carriage or handling of dangerous goods begins,
ascertain where the nearest device for alerting the emergency services is located and how this
should be used.
In places where dangerous goods are transported, handled or stored, or in the vicinity of
such places, there must always be manhole (drain) covers available.
3.13. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
When handling dangerous goods the law requires that there must be relevant and updated
emergency procedures detailing the actions to be taken in the event of an incident occurring
involving the dangerous goods.
In addition, supervisors ashore and the master aboard the vessel must ensure that, in their
respective areas of responsibility, information concerning the actions to be taken in case of
accidents or incidents involving dangerous goods are always readily available. Such
information shall, in addition to the appropriate transport documents and other information
provided by the owner of the cargo, also include the Emergency Procedures for Ships Carrying
Dangerous Cargo (EmS) and Medical First Aid Guide (MFAG) and/or other similar information.
We have developed a procedure to follow in case of emergency that will guide staff in acting
correctly in the event of an accident occurring during the handling of dangerous goods in port.
This emergency procedure can be found in Appendix 23 in the form of a customized checklist.
Appendix 12 Checklist Procedure to follow in an emergency

3.14. ACCIDENT REPORTING
When an accident, incident or serious breach in the handling of dangerous goods occurs, this must
immediately be reported to the Port GÜBRETAŞ and Kocaeli Harbour Master Office.
The report shall be sent to the manager responsible for implementing corrective action and to the
Ports of GÜBRETAŞ safety adviser on the carriage of dangerous goods. The report should be
completed in as much detail as possible to facilitate the investigation by the safety adviser.
The safety adviser will then conduct an investigation of the incident and prepare a report with
any proposals for corrective action. This report shall be submitted to the relevant managers and
information forwarded to the Kocaeli Harbour Master by the Agency.
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The safety adviser shall at a minimum annually provide statistics over all of the discrepancies that
have occurred concerning the management of dangerous goods in order to identify recurring faults
and shortcomings. These statistics form the basis for the company to correct such recurring
failures and shortcomings.

3.15. TRAINING PROCEDURES for HANDLING DANGEROUS CARGO
Employees at Ports of GÜBRETAŞ come into physical contact with both dangerous goods
documentation and the dangerous goods themselves. These members of staff must have
undergone a one-day basic training in accordance with those items listed in Chapter 1.3 of the
IMDG Code in addition to the ADR regulations.
These employees must also have a good understanding of our own working procedures
regarding the handling of dangerous goods and the associated checklists to follow to perform the
work safely.
Ports Authority officials must have at least three days of in-depth dangerous goods training
(IMDG and ADR-S).
Employees will be continually trained in changes to regulations and procedures. If no changes
have been implemented, the staff will still undergo periodical training to refresh their knowledge.
Newly employed staff shall provide details of their knowledge in the field and then be briefed
on our operating procedures, checklists and the presence of dangerous goods within our operations.
Records of completed training shall be submitted to the Human Resources Department for
registration in the education records archive.

3.16. ANNUAL REPORT
An annual report detailing the company's dangerous goods handling should be written by the
company's safety adviser and delivered to senior management. Reports are archived for make
statistic and send to UAB.
The annual report shall include information about:
 Compliance with procedures
 Deviation statistics
 Actions taken during the year (preventive and corrective)
 Education and training
 Financial information
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 Future plans (new targets)
 Available resources
Before compiling the annual report the safety adviser shall carry out an annual audit of dangerous
goods operational activities in order to provide the management of the company with a clear
picture of the compliance situation. This will subsequently form the basis for how company
management and the adviser will jointly develop procedures for dangerous goods handling in the
future.
3.17. SECTION ANNEXES
 Vessel’s Notification Form
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4.1. CLASSES of HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
4.1.1. CLASS 1 – EXPLOSIVES
Class 1 comprises:
 Explosive substances (a substance which is not itself an explosive but which can form an
explosive atmosphere of gas, vapour or dust is not included in class 1), except those which
are too dangerous to transport or those where the predominant hazard is one appropriate to
another class;
 Explosive articles, except devices containing explosive substances in such quantity or of
such a character that their inadvertent or accidental ignition or initiation during transport
shall not cause any effect external to the device either by projection, fire, smoke, heat or
loud noise; and
 Substances and articles not mentioned under .1 and .2 which are manufactured with a view
to producing a practical, explosive or pyrotechnic effect.
Transport of explosive substances which are unduly sensitive, or so reactive as to be subject to
spontaneous reaction, is prohibited.
Any substance or article having or suspected of having explosive characteristics shall first be
considered for classification in class 1 in accordance with the procedures in IMDG 2.1.3. Goods
are not classified in class 1 when:
 Unless specially authorized, the transport of an explosive substance is prohibited
because sensitivity of the substance is excessive;
 The substance or article comes within the scope of those explosive substances and articles
which are specifically excluded from class 1 by the definition of this class; or
 The substance or article has no explosive properties.
4.1.2. CLASS 2 – GASES
A gas is a substance which:
 At 50°C has a vapour pressure greater than 300 kPa; or
 Is completely gaseous at 20°C at a standard pressure of 101.3 kPa.
The transport condition of a gas is described according to its physical state as:
 Compressed gas: a gas which when packaged under pressure for transport is entirely
gaseous at -50°C; this category includes all gases with a critical temperature less than or
equal to -50°C;
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 Liquefied gas: a gas which when packaged under pressure for transport is partially
liquid at temperatures above -50 °C. A distinction is made between: high pressure
liquefied gas: a gas with a critical temperature between -50°C and +65°C, and low
pressure liquefied gas: a gas with a critical temperature above +65°C;
 Refrigerated liquefied gas: a gas which when packaged for transport is made partially
liquid because of its low temperature; or
 Dissolved gas: a gas which when packaged under pressure for transport is dissolved in a
liquid phase solvent.
 Class subdivisions Class 2 is subdivided further according to the primary hazard of the
gas during transport:
4.1.2.1. Subsclasses
4.1.2.1.1. Class 2.1 Flammable Gases
Gases which at 20°C and a standard pressure of 101.3 kPa:
 Are ignitable when in a mixture of 13% or less by volume with air; or
 Have a flammable range with air of at least 12 percentage points regardless of the
lower flammable limit. Flammability shall be determined by tests or calculation in
accordance with methods adopted by the International Organization for Standardization
4.1.2.1.2. Class 2.2 Non-Flammable, Non-Toxic Gases
Gases which:
 Are asphyxiant - gases which dilute or replace the oxygen normally in the atmosphere; or
 Are oxidizing - gases which may, generally by providing oxygen, cause or contribute to the
combustion of other material more than air does; or
 Do not come under the other classes.
4.1.2.1.3. Class 2.3 Toxic Gases
Gases which:
 Are known to be so toxic or corrosive to humans as to pose a hazard to health; or
 Are presumed to be toxic or corrosive to humans because they have a LC50 value (as
defined in 2.6.2.1) equal to or less than 5,000 m£/m3 (ppm).
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4.1.3. CLASS 3 – FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS
Class 3 includes the following substances:
 Flammable liquids (see 2.3.1.2 and 2.3.1.3);
 Liquid desensitized explosives (see 2.3.1.4).
Flammable liquids are liquids, or mixtures of liquids, or liquids containing solids in solution or
suspension (such as paints, varnishes, lacquers, etc., but not including substances which, on
account of their other dangerous characteristics, have been included in other classes) which give
off a flammable vapour at or below 60°C closed-cup test (corresponding to 65.6°C open-cup test),
normally referred to as the "flashpoint". This also includes:
 Liquids offered for transport at temperatures at or above their flashpoint; and
 Substances transported or offered for transport at elevated temperatures in a liquid state,
which give off a flammable vapour at temperatures equal to or below the maximum
transport temperature.
Liquid desensitized explosives are explosive substances which are dissolved or suspended in water
or other liquid substances, to form a homogeneous liquid mixture to suppress their explosive
properties. Entries in the Dangerous Goods List for liquid desensitized explosives are UN 1204,
UN 2059, UN 3064, UN 3343, UN 3357 and UN 3379.
4.1.4. CLASS 4 – FLAMMABLE SOLIDS
Substances liable to spontaneous combustion; substances which, in contact with water; emit
flammable gases
In this Code, class 4 deals with substances, other than those classified as explosives, which, under
conditions of transport, are readily combustible or may cause or contribute to a fire. Class 4 is
subdivided as follows:
4.1.4.1. Class 4.1 - Flammable solids
Solids which, under conditions encountered in transport, are readily combustible or may cause or
contribute to fire through friction; self-reactive substances (solids and liquids) which are liable to
undergo a strongly exothermic reaction; solid desensitized explosives which may explode if not
diluted sufficiently;
4.1.4.2. Class 4.2 - Substances liable to spontaneous combustion
Substances (solids and liquids) which are liable to spontaneous heating under normal conditions
encountered in transport, or to heating up in contact with air, and being then liable to catch fire;
4.1.4.3. Class 4.3 - Substances which, in contact with water, emit flammable gases
Substances (solids and liquids) which, by interaction with water, are liable to become
spontaneously flammable or to give off flammable gases in dangerous quantities.
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4.1.5. CLASS 5 – OXIDIZING SUBSTANCES AND ORGANIC PEROXIDES
In this Code, class 5 is divided into two classes as follows:
4.1.5.1. Class 5.1 - Oxidizing Substances
Substances which, while in themselves not necessarily combustible, may, generally by yielding
oxygen, cause, or contribute to, the combustion of other material. Such substances may be
contained in an article;
4.1.5.2. Class 5.2 - Organic Peroxides
Organic substances which contain the bivalent -O-O- structure and may be considered derivatives
of hydrogen peroxide, where one or both of the hydrogen atoms have been replaced by organic
radicals. Organic peroxides are thermally unstable substances which may undergo exothermic selfaccelerating decomposition. In addition, they may have one or more of the following properties:






Be liable to explosive decomposition;
Burn rapidly;
Be sensitive to impact or friction;
React dangerously with other substances;
Cause damage to the eyes.

4.1.6 CLASS 6 – TOXIC AND INFECTIOUS SUBSTANCES
Class 6 is subdivided into two classes as follows:
4.1.6.1. Class 6.1 - Toxic Substances
These are substances liable either to cause death or serious injury or to harm human health if
swallowed or inhaled, or by skin contact.
4.1.6.2. Class 6.2 - Infectious Substances
These are substances known or reasonably expected to contain pathogens. Pathogens are defined
as microorganisms (including bacteria, viruses, rickettsiae, parasites, fungi) and other agents such
as prions, which can cause disease in humans or animals.
4.1.7. CLASS 7 – RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL
Radioactive material means any material containing radionuclides where both the activity
concentration and the total activity in the consignment exceed the values specified in IMDG KOD
2.7.22.1 to 2.7.2.2.6
Contamination means the presence of a radioactive substance on a surface in quantities in excess
of 0.4 Bq/cm2 for beta and gamma emitters and low-toxicity alpha emitters, or 0.04 Bq/cm2 for all
other alpha emitters.
Non-fixed contamination means contamination that can be removed from a surface during routine
conditions of transport.
Fixed contamination means contamination other than non-fixed contamination.
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4.1.8. CLASS 8 – CORROSIVE SUBSTANCES
Class 8 substances (corrosive substances) means substances which, by chemical action, will cause
severe damage when in contact with living tissue or, in the case of leakage, will materially
damage, or even destroy, other goods or the means of transport.
In cases where particularly severe personal damage is to be expected, a note to that effect is made
in the Dangerous Goods List in chapter 3.2 in the wording "causes (severe) burns to skin, eyes and
mucous membranes".
4.1.9. CLASS 9 MISCELLANEOUS DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES AND ARTICLES AND
ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
For the purposes of this Code, the environmentally hazardous substances (aquatic environment)
criteria contained in this chapter apply to the classification of marine pollutants (see 2.10).
Although the environmentally hazardous substances (aquatic environment) criteria apply to all
hazard classes (see 2.10.2.3 and 2.10.2.5), the criteria have been included in this chapter.
Class 9 substances and articles (miscellaneous dangerous substances and articles) are substances
and articles which, during transport, present a danger not covered by other classes.
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4.1.10. DANGEROUS GOODS HANDLED AT GÜBRETAŞ YARIMCA PORT






UN 2067 – Ammonium Nitrate (Solid Bulk, Packed)
UN 2071 – Ammonium Nitrate (Solid Bulk, Packed)
UN 1830 – Sulphuric Acid (Liquid Bulk)
UN 1805 – Phosphoric Acid (Liquid Bulk)
UN 1005 – Unhidrid Ammonia (Liquid Bulk)

The loads that we handle as bulk liquids are taken to their own tanks via their own pipelines.
UN 2067
AMMONIUM NITRATE
OXIDIZING SUBSTANCE
CLASS 5.1
PG III
UN 2071
AMMONIUM NITRATE
CLASS 9
PG III

UN 1830
SULPHURIC ACID
CORROSIVE SUBSTANCE
CLASS 8
PG II

UN 1805
PHOSPHORIC ACID
CORROSIVE SUBSTANCE
CLASS 8
PG III

UN 1005
AMMONIA (UNHIDRID)
TOXIC GAS
CORROSIVE SUBSTANCE
CLASS 2.3, 8
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4.2. USE OF PACKAGINGS
4.2.1. Definitions
Effectively closed: liquid-tight closure.
Herm etically sealed: vapour-tight closure.
Securely closed: so closed that dry contents cannot escape during normal handling; the
minimum provisions for any closure.
4.2.2. Dangerous goods shall be packed in good quality packagings, including IBCs and large
packagings, which shall be strong enough to withstand the shocks and loadings normally encountered
during transport, including trans-shipment between cargo transport units and between cargo transport
units and warehouses as well as any removal from a pallet or overpack for subsequent manual
or mechanical handling. Packagings, including IBCs and large packagings, shall be constructed and
closed so as to prevent any loss of contents when prepared for transport which may be caused under
normal conditions of transport, by vibration, or by changes in temperature, humidity or pressure
(resulting from altitude, for example). Packagings, including IBCs and large packagings, shall be
closed in accordance with the information provided by the manufacturer. No dangerous residue shall
adhere to the outside of packages, IBCs and large packagings during transport. These provisions
apply, as appropriate, to new, re-used, reconditioned or remanufactured packagings, and to new, reused, repaired or remanufactured IBCs, and to new, re-used or manufactured large packagings.
4.2.3. Parts of packagings, including IBCs and large packagings, which are in direct contact
with dangerous goods:
 shall not be affected or significantly weakened by those dangerous goods; and
 shall not cause a dangerous effect, such as catalysing a reaction or reacting with the
dangerous goods;
 shall not allow permeation of the dangerous goods that could constitute a danger under
normal conditions of transport.
Where necessary, they shall be provided with a suitable inner coating or treatment.
4.2.4. Unless otherwise provided elsewhere in this Code, each packaging, including IBCs and large
packagings, except inner packagings, shall conform to a design type successfully tested in
accordance with the provisions of IMDG 6.1.5, 6.3.2, 6.5.4 or 6.6.5, as applicable. However, IBCs
manufactured before 1 January 2011 and conforming to a design type which has not passed the
vibration test of 6.5.6.13 or which was not required to meet the criteria of 6.5.6.9.5.4 at the time it
was subjected to the drop test may still be used.
4.2.5. When filling packagings, including IBCs and large packagings, with liquids,1 sufficient
ullage (outage) shall be left to ensure that neither leakage nor permanent distortion of the packaging
occurs as a result of an expansion of the liquid caused by temperatures likely to occur during
transport. Unless specific provisions are prescribed, liquids shall not completely fill a packaging at
a temperature of 55°C.
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4.2.6. Inner packagings shall be packed in an outer packaging in such a way that, under
normal conditions of transport, they cannot break, be punctured or leak their contents into the outer
packaging. Inner packagings containing liquids shall be packaged with their closures upward and
placed within outer packagings consistent with the orientation markings prescribed in 5.2.1.7 of
this Code. Inner packagings that are liable to break or be punctured easily, such as those made of
glass, porcelain or stoneware or of certain plastics materials, etc., shall be secured in outer
packagings with suitable cushioning material. Any leakage of the contents shall not substantially
impair the protective properties of the cushioning material or of the outer packaging.
4.2.7. Dangerous goods shall not be packed together in the same outer packaging, or in large
packagings, with dangerous or other goods if they react dangerously with each other and cause:
combustion and/or evolution of considerable heat;
 evolution of flammable, toxic or asphyxiant gases;
 the formation of corrosive substances; or
 the formation of unstable substances.
4.2.8. Liquids may only be filled into inner packagings which have an appropriate resistance to
internal pressure that may be developed under normal conditions of transport.
4.2.9. Liquids shall be filled only into packagings, including IBCs, which have an appropriate
resistance to the internal pressure that may develop under normal conditions of transport. As the
vapour pressure of low-boiling-point liquids is usually high, the strength of receptacles for these
liquids shall be sufficient to withstand, with an ample factor of safety, the internal pressure likely
to be generated.
4.3. MARKING AND LABELLING OF PACKAGES INCLUDING IBC’s
Unless provided otherwise in this Code, the Proper Shipping Name for the dangerous goods as
determined in accordance with 3.1.2 and the corresponding UN Number, preceded by the letters
"UN", shall be displayed on each package. In the case of unpackaged articles, the marking shall be
displayed on the article, on its cradle or on its handling, storage or launching device. For goods of
division 1.4, compatibility group S, the division and compatibility group letter shall also be marked
unless the label for 1.4S is displayed. A typical package marking is:
CORROSIVE LIQUID, ACIDIC, ORGANIC, N.O.S. (caprylyl chloride) UN 3265.
4.3.1. All package markings required by IMDG Kod 5.2.1.1:
 Shall be readily visible and legible;
 Shall be such that this information will still be identifiable on packages surviving at least
three months' immersion in the sea. In considering suitable marking methods, account shall
be taken of the durability of the packaging materials used and the surface of the package;
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 shall be displayed on a background of contrasting colour on the external surface of the
package;
 not be located with other package markings that could substantially reduce their
effectiveness.
The marine pollutant mark shall be as shown below. For packagings, the dimensions shall be at
least 100 mm x 100 mm, except in the case of packages of such dimensions that they can only
bear smaller marks
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Sınıf 1 - Explosives

Sınıf 2 - Gasses
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Sınıf 3 - Flemable Liquids

Sınıf 4 Yanabilir Katılar

Sınıf 5 Oksitleyiciler

Sınıf 6 Zehirli Maddeler
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Sınıf 7 Radyoaktif maddeler

Sınıf 8 Aşındırıcılar

Sınıf 9 Diğer Çeşitli maddeler
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4.4. SEGREGATION ADVICE FOR THE TEMPORARY KEEPING OF DANGEROUS
CARGOES IN PORT AREAS
The reception and keeping of dang. cargoes of classes 1 (other than div.1.4S), 6.2 and 7 should be
subject to special rules for each port as the handling facilities at each terminal or berth vary
considerably. The rules should be agreed with the authorities responsible for the safety of the port.
All dangerous cargoes delivered to the port area should be marked, documented, packaged, labelled
or placarded in accordance with the IMDG Code. The segregation of dangerous cargoes should be in
accordance with ch.7.2 of IMDG as follows:
4.4.1. Packages/IBCs/trailers/flat racks or platform containers
0
: no segregation necessary unless required by the individual schedules
a
: away from – minimum 3 m separation required
s
: separated from – in open areas, minimum 6 m separation required in sheds or warehouses,
minimum12 m separation required unless separated by an approved fire Wall.
4.4.2. Closed containers/portable tanks/closed road vehicles
0
: no segregation necessary
a
: away from – no segregation necessary
s
: separated from – in open areas, longitudinally and laterally, min. 3m separation required, in
sheds or warehouses long-lat, min. 6m separation required unless separated by anapproved fire wall
4.4.3 Open road vehicles/railway freight wagons/open-top containers
0
: no segregation necessary
a
: away from – minimum 3 m separation required
s
: separated from – in open areas, longitudinally and laterally, min.6m separation required, in
sheds or warehouses long-lat, min.12m separation required unless separated by an approvd fire wall
For dangerous cargoes with a secondary hazard, the segregation requirement for the secondary hazard
should be applied when it is the more stringent. For cargo transport units containing dang. cargoes of
more than one class, the most stringent segregation requirement should be applied.
Dangerous cargoes in packaged non-containerized form, belonging to different classes, should not be
stowed directly above each other. This applies to packaged dangerous cargoes belonging to one class
but having different secondary hazards and also to certain cargoes of class 8. Containers, tankcontainers and portable tanks containing dangerous cargoes, where practicable, should not be stowed
directly above each other or overlap. Exemptions should only be allowed for containers which contain
dangerous cargoes of the same class. This does not apply to containers with different cargoes of
class 8. Where applicable, containers should be stowed in such a manner as to allow, when applicable,
access to the doors and both sides at all times.
Dangerous cargoes with toxic labels/placards should be separated fm foodstuffs & animal feeds.
The segregation req.s only apply to dang. cargoes in storage areas and on vehicles in port areas.
All dang. cargoes, except for individual packages, should, where applicable, be separated by a
minimum distance of 1 m in order to permit access.
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TABLE 1 – SEGREGATION TABLE FOR DANGEROUS CARGOES IN PORT AREAS
Sınıflar

2.1

2.2

2.3

Flammable Gasses
2.1

0

0

0

Non-toxic, non-flammable gases
2.2

0

0

Toxic gases
2.3
Flammable liquids
3

0

3

4.1

4.2

4.3

5.1

5.2

6.1

8

9

s

a

s

0

s

s

0

a

0

0

a

0

a

0

0

a

0

0

0

0

0

s

0

s

0

0

s

0

0

0

s

a

s

0

0

s

a

s

s

0

0

0

Flammable solids, self-reactive
substances and desensitized explosives
4.1

a

0

0

0

0

a

0

a

s

0

a

0

Spontaneously combustible substances
4.2
Substances which, in contact with
water, emit flammable gases
4.3
Oxidizing substances
5.1

s

a

s

s

a

0

a

s

s

a

a

0

0

0

0

a

0

a

0

s

s

0

a

0

s

0

0

s

a

s

s

0

s

a

s

0

Organic perocsides
5.2
Toxic substances (liquid and solids)
6.1

s

a

s

s

s

s

s

s

0

a

s

0

0

0

0

0

0

a

0

a

a

0

0

0

Corrosives (liquid and solids)
8

a

0

0

0

a

a

a

s

s

0

0

0

Miscellaneous dangerous substances
and articles
9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Note for the segregation table:
Cargoes of classes 1 (except division 1.4S), 6.2 and 7 should normally be allowed into the port area
for direct shipment or delivery only. These classes have not been included in the table. However, if,
through unforeseen circumstances, these cargoes have to be temporarily kept, it should be in
designated areas. Segregation requirements of the individual class as stipulated in the IMDG Code
should be considered by the port authority when establishing specific requirements.
0
a
s

: Separation is not necessary
: Outside – minimum 3 m separation required
: Segregated – in open areas, a minimum separation of 6 m longitudinally or transversely is
required. In hangars or warehouses, a minimum separation of 12 m longitudinally or
transversely is required unless separated by an approved fire wall.
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Table 2 – Segregatıon Table For Sulphiric Acid and Phosphoric Acid In Vessel

Table 3 – Segregatıon Table For Ammonium Nitrate In Vessel
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4.5. DOCUMENTATION FOR DANGEROUS GOODS
The consignor who offers dangerous goods for transport shall give to the carrier the information
applicable to those dangerous goods, including any additional information and documentation as
specified in this Code. This information may be provided on a dangerous goods transport
document or, with the agreement of the carrier, by EDP or EDI techniques.
When the dangerous goods transport information is given to the carrier by EDP or EDI techniques,
the consignor shall be able to produce the information without delay as a paper document, with
the information in the sequence required by this chapter.
MULTIMODAL DANGEROUS GOODS FORM
1 Gönderici/Yollayıcı

2 Taşıma belge numarası
3 ... sayfanın 1. sayfası

4 Göndericinin referansı
5 Yük komisyoncusunun referansı

6 Alıcı

7 Taşıyıcı (taşıyıcı dolduracak)
GÖNDERİCİ BEYANI
Bu gönderinin içeriğinin yukarıda kesin hatlarıyla ve tamamı ile Uygun Sevkiyat Adı ile tanımlandığını,
sınıflandırıldığını, paketlendiğini, markalandığını ve etiketlendiğini/yaftalandığını ve her yönü ile
uygulanabilir uluslararası ve ulusal hükümet
kurallarına göre taşınabilir uygun durumda olduğunu burada beyan ederim.

8 Bu gönderi aşağıdaki için tanımlanan sınırlar içindedir: (uygun
olmayanı çiziniz)
YOLCU VE YÜK UÇAĞI

9 Ek elleçleme bilgileri

YALNIZ YÜK UÇAĞI

10 Gemi/uçuş no.ve tarih

11 Yükleme limanı/yeri

12 Boşaltma limanı/yeri

13 Varılacak yer

14 gönderi işaretleri * Paket sayısı ve cinsi, maddelerin tarifi Brüt kütle (kg) Net kütle (kg) Küp (m3)

15 Konteyner tanıtma numarası/araç
kayıt Numarası

16 Mühür numarası(numaraları)

17 Konteyner/araç büyüklüğü &
tipi

18 Boş ağırlık (kg)

19 Toplam brüt kütle (dara
dahil) (kg)

KONTEYNER/ARAÇ PAKETLEME SERTİFİKASI
Yukarıda belirtilen maddelerin, belirtilen konteynere/araca uygulanabilir
hükümlere göre paketlendiğini/yüklendiğini burada beyan ederim. †
PAKETLEME/YÜKLEMEDEN SORUMLU KİŞİ TARAFINDAN TÜM
KONTEYNER/ARAÇ YÜKLERİ İÇİN DOLDURULACAK VE
İMZALANACAKTIR

21 GÖNDERİYİ ALANIN ALINDI BELGESİ
Burada aksi belirtilmedikçe, yukarıdaki adette paketi/konteyneri/trayleri; göründüğü kadarı ile iyi durumda ve
koşulda teslim aldım: GÖNDERİYİ ALANIN NOTLARI:

20 Şirketin adı

Nakliyecinin adı

22 Şirket adı (BU NOTU HAZIRLAYAN
GÖNDERİCİNİN)

Araç ruhsat no.
Deklerasyonu verenin adı/konumu

İmza ve tarih

Yer ve tarih
Deklare edenin imzası

Deklerasyonu verenin adı/konumu
Yer ve tarih

ŞOFÖRÜN İMZASI

Deklare edenin imzası

TEHLİKELİ MADDELER: Belirtmelisiniz: UN No, Uygun Sevkiyat Adı, tehlike sınıfı, paketleme grubu (tahsis edilmişse), Deniz Kirleticiler,
ayrıca ulusal ve uluslararası zorunlu gerekleri de göz önünde bulundurmalısınız. IMDG Kodunun amaçları açısından, bkz. 5.4.1.4
†
IMDG Kodunun amaçları açısından, bkz. 5.4.2
*
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4.5.1. Certificate
The dangerous goods transport document shall include a certification or declaration that the
consignment is acceptable for transport and that the goods are properly packaged, marked and
labelled, and in proper condition for transport in accordance with the applicable regulations. The
text for this certification is:
"I hereby declare that the contents of this consignment are fully and accurately described above
by the Proper Shipping Name, and are classified, packaged, marked and labelled/placarded, and
are in all respects in proper condition for transport according to applicable international and
national government regulations."
4.5.2. Container/Vehicle Packing Certificate
When dangerous goods are packed or loaded into any container" or vehicle, those responsible for
packing the container or vehicle
shall provide a "container/vehicle packing certificate"
specifying the container/vehicle identification number(s) and certifying that the operation has been
carried out in accordance with the following conditions:
 The container/vehicle was clean, dry and apparently fit to receive the goods;
 Packages which need to be segregated in accordance with applicable segregation
requirements have not been packed together onto or in the container/vehicle
 All packages have been externally inspected for damage, and only sound packages have
been loaded;
 Drums have been stowed in an upright position, unless otherwise authorized by the
competent authority, and all goods have been properly loaded and, where necessary,
adequately braced with securing material to suit the mode(s)'r of transport for the intended
journey;
 Goods loaded in bulk have been evenly distributed within the container/vehicle;
 The container/vehicle and packages are properly marked, labelled and placarded, as
appropriate;
 When solid carbon dioxide (C02 - dry ice) is used for cooling purposes, the
container/vehicle is externally marked or labelled in a conspicuous place, such as, at the
door end, with the words: "DANGEROUS C02 (DRY ICE) INSIDE. VENTILATE
THOROUGHLY BEFORE ENTERING";
 A dangerous goods transport document, as indicated in 5.4.1, has been received for each
dangerous goods consignment loaded in the container/vehicle.
Note: The container/vehicle packing certificate is not required for portable tanks.
4.5.3. Emergency Response Information
For consignments of dangerous goods, appropriate information shall be immediately available at
all times for use in emergency response to accidents and incidents involving dangerous goods in
transport. The information shall be available away from packages containing the dangerous
goods and immediately accessible in the event of an incident. Methods of compliance include:
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 appropriate entries in the special list, manifest or dangerous goods declaration; or
 provision of a separate document such as a safety data sheet; or
 provision of separate documentation, such as the Emergency Response Procedures for
Ships Carrying Dangerous Goods (EmS Guide) for use in conjunction with the transport
document and the Medical First Aid Guide for Use in Accidents Involving Dangerous
Goods (MFAG).
4.5.4. Other Required Information and Documentation
In certain circumstances, special certificates or other documents are required such as:
 a weathering certificate; as required in the individual entries of the Dangerous Goods List;
 a certificate exempting a substance, material or article from the provisions of the IMDG
Code (such as, see individual entries for charcoal, fishmeal, seedcake);
 for new self-reactive substances and organic peroxides or new formulation of currently
assigned self- reactive substances and organic peroxides, a statement by the competent
authority of the country of origin of the approved classification and conditions of
transport.
4.6. SECTION ANNEXES:






Segregation Table for Dangerous Cargoes in Port Areas
Segregatıon Table For Sulphiric Acid and Phosphoric Acid In Vessel
Segregatıon Table For Ammonium Nitrate In Vessel
Multimodal Dangerous Goods Form
Medical First Aid Guide
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The handbook of the loads handled at the facility is attached:
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6.1. DANGEROUS CARGO HANDLING AND OPERATIONAL ISSUES AT
PORT FACILITY
Hazardous cargo handling is concerned, all parties concerned to fulfill their responsibilities in
operational matters within the scope of section 3 of this guide. In addition, special applications
of each load, disclosures made within hazardous materials Safety Data Sheet (SDS) in the way
they fulfill the specified.
The resort of SDS handling dry cargo each new varieties will be made, this guidance revision
of the processed page is added to the end 6TH page.
If desired electronic data to be stored, the article directory to write again to the revision of
the UN number and name will be written as where the information is stored electronically.
6.2. SECTION ANNEXES:
 UN1805 Phosphoric Acid SDS
 UN1805 Sulphuric Acid SDS
 UN1005 Ammonia (Unhidrid) SDS
 UN2067 Ammonium Nitrate SDS
 UN2071 Ammonium Nitrate SDS
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7.1. DOCUMENTATION of DANGEROUS GOODS
Handling of dangerous cargoes will be all about the proper documentation is provided in
chapter 9 is verified to be the filing, check the list will be created in the file registration
confirmation will be deducted.
Keeping control approval when electronic data will be done through a preferred form will be
added to this guide.
Dangerous goods handled at GÜBRETAŞ Yarımca Port are listed in the table below according
to the type of handling:
Serial
Number
1
2

UN
Number
UN1805
UN1830

Dangerous Good

Liquid
Bulk

Solid Bulk

Packed

Phosphoric Acid
Sulphuric Acid

√
√

3

UN1005

Ammonia

√

4

UN2067

Ammonium Nitrate

√

√

5

UN2071

Ammonium Nitrate

√

√

The procedures, instructions and forms related to the safe handling of these dangerous goods
are as follows:
 PR.YRM.13 Safe Handling of Packaged Dangerous Goods Operation Procedure
 PR.YRM.14 Safe Handling of Dangerous Solid Bulk Cargo Operation Procedure
 PR.YRM.15 Safe Handling Operation Procedure of Dangerous Liquid Bulk Cargoes
 PR.YRM.16 Ship Operations Purge Procedure
 PR.YRM.17 Hot Work and Operations Operation Procedure
 TL.YRM.105 Flexible Hose Instructions for Use
 FR.YRM.12. Ship Shore Safety Check List
 FR.YRM.91 Chemical Tanker Discharge Control Form
 FR.YRM.92 Chemical Tanker Loading / Discharging Protocol Form
Preparations and controls are made before the operation by the operation responsible for each
dangerous cargo to be handled. After mutual agreement is reached, the instruction is given to
start the operation.
7.2. CONTROL
Records both during and after the operation are kept with control forms.
 FR.YRM.91 Chemical Tanker Discharge Control Form
 Stock Notification Reports
 Gübretaş Bilgi Sistemi (GBS) Reports
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7.3. SAFETY DATA SHEETS (SDS)
Safety Data Sheets for the handled dangerous goods are requested. SDSs are received from
ships against signature and seal. In addition, the issue of whether these SDSs have been
received is questioned in the documents mentioned below.
 FR.YRM.12. Ship Shore Safety Check List
 FR.YRM.92 Chemical Tanker Loading / Discharging Protocol Form
The received SDSs are shared with the people in charge of the operation through the warning
and control forms. After the ship has berthed, the relevant persons go to the ship and fill in
the above-mentioned documents before evacuation and confirm what will be done before,
during and after the operation related to the ship. After this form is mutually signed, it is kept
in the ship's file.

7.4. RECORDS
Recording and statistical information of dangerous cargoes, instant tonnage, final tonnage, all
cases report, events and problems during the operation (if any) are added to the Notes section
in the loading and unloading processes of all ships. In ship files, all operational processes and
documents related to ships are archived as hard copy.
7.5. QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
It is annexed to our company's ISO 9001: 2015 Quality Management System certificate.
7.6. SECTION ANNEXES:
 FR.YRM.12. Ship Shore Safety Check List
 FR.YRM.91 Chemical Tanker Discharge Control Form
 FR.YRM.92 Chemical Tanker Loading / Discharging Protocol Form
 Stock Notification Reports
 ISO 9001: 2015 Quality Management System Certificate
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In case of emergency regarding dangerous goods handled at Gübretaş Yarımca Port, the
following plans and procedures will be followed:
 PR.YRM.24. Emergency Procedure
 Coastal Facility Risk Assessment and Emergency Response Plan, (This plan was
approved on 29.09.2021 by the "Marine and Coastal Management Department" of the
Ministry of Environment and Urbanization, and the "General Directorate of Maritime
Affairs" of the Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure.)
 Emergency Response Plan prepared within the scope of Dangerous Goods Conformity
Certificate

8.2. SECTION ANNEXES:
 PR.YRM.24. Emergency Procedure
 Coastal Facility Risk Assessment and Emergency Response Plan Approval Page
 Emergency Response Plan prepared within the scope of Dangerous Goods Conformity
Certificate
 PR.YRM.10 Waste Management Procedure
 TL.YRM.90 Packing, Marking and Loading Instruction for Wastes Within the Scope
of Dangerous Goods
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9.1. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY (OHS) MEASURES
 TL.01 OHS Guidelines
9.2. PERSONAL PROTECTIVE CLOTHES AND PROCEDURES FOR THEIR USE
Requirements for Personal Protective Equipment are listed in the " TL.01 OHS Guidelines,
4.4. Personal Protectors" heading. However, starting from page 6 of the Occupational Health
and Safety Information and Implementation Manual, extensive information has been given
about PPE.
As Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), it is obligatory to use safety glasses, steel-toed shoes,
phosphorescent vest, and helmet.
 Helmet; It is a hard hood that protects the head against impacts. Helmets must be worn
during all work in the field.
 Protective glasses; They are different types of glasses made to protect the eyes of the
wearer in every situation and according to the nature of the job.
 Face shield; It is a transparent mask that can be lowered and raised in an articulated
manner, fixed to the head with an adjustable band, and partially or completely protecting
the face against external influences. It should be used for all grinding and cutting jobs.
 Filtered dust mask; It is a mask that gives the dusty air around by passing it through a
filter.
 Safety gloves; It is a glove made of various materials, which prevents the hands from
being burned and cut, and provides electrical impermeability, which protects them from
chemical effects.
 Seat belt; It is a equipment that prevents falling to the ground while working at height.
Safety rope consists of belts and hooks to be attached to the body. Seat belts will
definitely be used from heights that cannot be stepped or exited from the ground.
9.3. CLOSED AREA ENTRANCE PERMIT MEASURES AND PROCEDURES
In order to be able to work in closed areas, first of all, the requirements of "TL.01 Occupational
Health and Safety Instruction 4.4.4. Safety at Entry to Closed Area" must be met. In addition,
TL.YRM.25 Instruction on Safety Precautions to be Applied Before, During and After
Cleaning, Maintenance and Repair Works in Closed Containers and Areas will be followed.
4.4.4. Safety at entry to closed area heading requirements:
 Starting to work without getting permission to enter the closed area. (FR.094 Work
Permit Form)
 While the personnel is working in a closed container, a supervisor will wait in front of
the entrance and constantly monitor the status of the working personnel.
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 If the supervising personnel sees a change in the situation of the personnel working in
the closed container, they will never enter the container and will immediately inform
their superiors.
 When entering the closed container; seat belt, safety rope and necessary protective
equipment will be used.
 Necessary safety measures will be taken to prevent any harm to the workers inside the
container while loading or unloading the material with a rope.
 If there is an electrically operated mechanical system such as a mixer in a closed
container, the electricity of the motor will be cut off and the switch will be locked.
 Manholes, manholes, pipe trenches, etc., where personnel work. If it is necessary to
leave without a watcher, they will be absolutely covered or guarded with barricades.
9.4. SECTION ANNEXES:






TL.YRM.15 PPE Usage Instruction
FR.YRM.34 PPE Delivery Form
Occupational Health and Safety Information and Practice Manual
TL.01 OHS Guidelines
TL.YRM.25 Safety Precautions Instruction to Be Applied Before, During and After
Cleaning, Maintenance and Repair Works in Closed Containers and Areas
 PR.YRM.01 Work Permit Procedure
 FR.094 Work Permit Form

Handbooks will be distributed to personnel handling dangerous goods.
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10.1. DANGEROUS GOODS COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE
Port has got a valid Dangerous Goods Compliance Certificate.
10.2. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DANGEROUS GOODS SAFETY
CONSULTANT
Since dangerous goods are handled in our facility, it receives service from the Dangerous Goods
Safety Consultancy institution authorized by the Ministry within the scope of the IMDG Code.
Responsibilities and duties are listed as follows;
The main task of the consultant is to facilitate the management of these activities in the safest way
by determining and using the most appropriate tools and activities within the scope of the
requirements of the work, under the responsibility of the person at the head of the business.
Bir TMGD danışmanı başlıca aşağıdaki görevleri yapar:
To monitor compliance with the provisions of international agreements and conventions
(ADR/IMDG) in the transport of dangerous goods.
To provide suggestions to the business regarding the transportation of dangerous goods in
accordance with the provisions of ADR/RID.
TMGD, which is authorized within the scope of the IMDG Code, prepares a quarterly report for
its responsibilities determined in accordance with the Article 6, paragraph 2 of the "Regulation on
the Transport of Dangerous Goods by Sea and Loading Safety" published in the Official Gazette
dated 14 November 2021 and numbered 31659 and reports this report to the Administration.
Determining the dangerous goods to be transported and determining the compliance procedures
with the requirements in the IMDG/ADR regarding this substance.
Guiding the business while purchasing the transportation vehicles to be used in the transportation
of dangerous goods.
To determine the procedures related to the control of the equipment used in the transportation,
loading and unloading of dangerous goods.
To provide or provide training to the employees of the enterprise about the national and
international legislation and the amendments made therein, and to keep the records of this training.
To determine the emergency procedures to be applied in case of an accident or a possible event
that will affect the safety during the transportation, loading or unloading of dangerous goods,
Have the employees periodically perform exercises related to them and keep their records.
keep.
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To ensure that measures are taken to prevent the reoccurrence of accidents or serious violations.
To ensure that the special conditions stipulated by the legislation on the transport of dangerous
goods are taken into account in the selection and employment of subcontractors or third parties.
To ensure that employees involved in the transport, filling or unloading of dangerous goods have
knowledge of operational procedures and instructions.
To take measures to increase the awareness of the relevant personnel in order to be prepared for
possible risks in the transportation, loading or unloading of dangerous goods.
To create instructions for keeping the documents and safety equipment that should be in the
vehicle during transportation according to the class of the dangerous substance.
To record all kinds of activities, including training, audit and control, to keep these records for 5
years and to submit them to the Administration if requested.
To ensure the implementation of the plan by preparing the enterprise security plan specified in
ADR/RID Section 1.10.3.2.
In accordance with the provisions of the load loaded on the transport vehicle (IMDG/ADR);
packaging,
To determine procedures for work and operations related to labeling, marking and loading.
In the inspections to be carried out in relation to his duties in the enterprise; To keep records by
specifying the date and time of the audited persons and works.
In case of any danger, to stop the work until the danger is eliminated, to start the work with its
own approval when the danger is eliminated, and to notify the business or the competent
authorities in writing of any stage in the process until the danger is eliminated.
TMGD, in the event that an accident that occurs during transportation, loading or unloading in the
enterprise for which it is responsible causes harm to life, property and the environment; collects
information about the accident and gives an accident report to the enterprise management or the
Administration. This report does not replace the report that should be written by the business
management within the scope of international or national legislation.
Dangerous Goods Safety Consultant,
In addition to the IMDG Code, within the scope of dangerous goods handled at the coastal facility,
they have information about the IBC Code, IGC Code, IMSBC Code and MARPOL 73/78
applications and generally about the dangerous goods activities of the coastal facility.
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It checks whether the dangerous goods handled at the coastal facility are handled in accordance
with the rules and informs the coastal facility.
It prepares a quarterly report in the format determined by the Administration regarding the
responsibilities of the coastal facility in the Regulation and the Directive and notifies this report
to the Administration.
It is present at the coastal facility and actively participates in the inspections during the PIU
inspections carried out within the scope of Article 7 of the Directive.
TMGD, working/serving at the coastal facility, prepares the Dangerous Goods Handling Guide of
the coastal facility together with the coastal facility and checks its accuracy.
10.3. MATTERS FOR CARRIERS OF DANGEROUS LOADS TO COME TO
THE COAST FACILITY / TO LEAVE FROM THE COAST FACILITY BY
HIGHWAY
The procedures, instructions and forms regarding the vehicles arriving/leaving the
facility by road are as follows:
 PLN.YRM.05 ADR Safety Plan
 TL.YRM.91 Instruction for Control of Equipment Used in Transport, Loading
and Unloading of Dangerous Goods
 UN 1005 Ammonia, Anhydrous Vehicle Filling and Exit Control Form
 UN 1830 Sulphuric Acid Vehicle Filling and Exit Control Form
Speed limits of vehicles in the facility “TL.01 Occupational Health and Safety
Instruction 4.2.9. Driving Rules” As stated in the title:
 Vehicles will be kept clean and tidy. The embezzler of the vehicle must take
the vehicle clean and orderly, given to the use of other personnel. Otherwise, it
will provide the vehicle order and cleaning itself.
 Vehicles should be driven at speeds prescribed by traffic rules. The maximum
speed of the vehicles is 90km/h. The defense of the personnel who exceed the
speed limit will be taken. GÜBRETAŞ Factory site speed limit is 20 km/h.
 Seat belts will definitely be used while driving.
 It is forbidden to drink or eat anything while driving.
 It is necessary to keep the headlights on during the day and night while in
motion.
 It is strictly forbidden to smoke inside the vehicle,
 Personnel driving vehicles must comply with all instructions.
 The speed limits of the construction machinery in the field are 10 km/h.
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10.4. MATTERS FOR CARRIERS OF DANGEROUS LOADS TO COME TO
THE COASTAL FACILITY / TO LEAVE FROM THE COAST FACILITY BY
SEA
Day / night signs to be displayed by ships and sea vehicles carrying dangerous goods
at the port:
 Bravo Red Flag is hung during the day
 At night, the Red Light is lit on the radar tower.
Regarding cold and hot working procedures on ships, the process will be operated
within the scope of “PR.YRM.17 Hot Work and Operations Operation Procedure”, as
found in the Dangerous Goods Conformity Document Folder.
 Form of Requesting Hot Work Permission (Harbour Master)
 PR.YRM.01 Work Permit Procedure
 FR.94 Work Permit Form
 OHS Guidelines
10.5. SECTION ANNEXES
 Dangerous Goods Compliance Certificate
 PLN.YRM.05 ADR Safety Plan
 TL.YRM.91 Instruction for Control of Equipment Used in Transport, Loading
and Unloading of Dangerous Goods
 UN 1005 Ammonia, Anhydrous Vehicle Filling and Exit Control Form
 UN 1830 Sulphuric Acid Vehicle Filling and Exit Control Form
 PR.YRM.17 Hot Work and Operations Operation Procedure
 Form of Requesting Hot Work Permission (Harbour Master)
 PR.YRM.01 Work Permit Procedure
 FR.94 Work Permit Form
 OHS Guidelines
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1- General Condition Plan
2- Photos of Yarimca Port
3- Emergency Contact Points and Contact Information
4- General Condition Plan (Dangerous Goods Handling Areas)
5- General Fire Plan (Dangerous Goods Handling Areas)
6- General Fire Plan
7- Emergency Action Plan
8- Emergency Meeting Point Plan
9- Emergency Management Plan
10- Dangerous Goods Manuel
11- Space and Equipment for CTU and Packages, Inout / Output Drawings
12- Inventory of Port Service Ships
13- Harbour Master Administrative Boundaries, Anchoring Locations and Marine
Coordinates of Harbour Pilot Landing / Boarding Points
14- Emergency Response Equipment against Marine Pollution in Port Facility
15- Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Use Map
16- Notification Form for Dangerous Goods Incident
17- Notice of Control Results for Dangerous Load Transport Units (CTU)
18- Other Required Attachments
19- Dangerous Goods Handling Guide Additional Cargo Notification (When Necessary)
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